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Epigraph
"Denn durch den Irrgarten kann dich
nur ein wirklicher Wunsch führen"
(For only a true wish can guide you through the maze)
Michael Ende [1]
Abstract
The application of Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) to wind turbine blade design can be in-
teresting, by reducing the number of aerodynamic-to-structural design loops in the conven-
tional design process, hence reducing the design time and cost. Recent developments
showed satisfactory results with this approach, mostly combining Genetic Algorithms (GAs)
with the Blade Element Momentum (BEM) theory. The general objective of the present
work is to define and evaluate a design methodology for the rotor blade geometry in order
to maximize the energy production of wind turbines and minimize the mass of the blade
itself, using for that purpose stochastic multi-objective optimization methods. Therefore,
the multi-objective optimization problem and its constraints were formulated, and the vec-
tor representation of the optimization parameters was defined. An optimization benchmark
problem was proposed, which represents the wind conditions and present wind turbine con-
cepts found in Brazil. This problem was used as a test-bed for the performance comparison
of several metaheuristics, and also for the validation of the defined design methodology. A
variable speed pitch-controlled 2.5 MW Direct-Drive Synchronous Generator (DDSG) tur-
bine with a rotor diameter of 120 m was chosen as concept. Five different Multi-objective
Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) were selected for evaluation in solving this benchmark
problem: Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm version II (NSGA-II), Quantum-inspired
Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithm (QMEA), two approaches of the Multi-objective Evo-
lutionary Algorithm Based on Decomposition (MOEA/D), and Multi-objective Optimization
Differential Evolution Algorithm (MODE). The results have shown that the two best perform-
ing techniques in this type of problem are NSGA-II and MOEA/D, one having more spread
and evenly spaced solutions, and the other having a better convergence in the region of
interest. QMEA was the worst MOEA in convergence and MODE the worst one in solutions
distribution. But the differences in overall performance were slight, because the algorithms
have alternated their positions in the evaluation rank of each metric. This was also evident
by the fact that the known Pareto Front (PF) consisted of solutions from several techniques,
with each dominating a different region of the objective space. Detailed analysis of the best
blade design showed that the output of the design methodology is feasible in practice, given
that flow conditions and operational features of the rotor were as desired, and also that the
blade geometry is very smooth and easy to manufacture. Moreover, this geometry is easily
exported to a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) or Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) soft-
ware. In this way, the design methodology defined by the present work was validated.
Key-words: Wind turbine blade. Multi-objective optimization. Evolutionary algorithm. Meta-
heuristic. Aerodynamic design.
Resumo
O processo de projeto de uma pá de turbina eólica pode ser dividido em duas etapas:
projeto aerodinâmico e projeto estrutural. O projeto aerodinâmico consiste na seleção da
geometria ótima da superfície externa da pá (geometria da pá), que é definida pela família
de aerofólios, ou também chamados perfis aerodinâmicos, e distribuições de corda, ân-
gulo de torção e espessura. O projeto estrutural é definido pela seleção de materiais
da pá e pela definição da seção transversal estrutural ou longarina dentro do envelope
externo. Tanto o projeto aerodinâmico quanto o estrutural podem ser vistos como proble-
mas de otimização contínuos e restritos. Os Algoritmos Evolutivos (AEs) têm se mostrado
eficazes na resolução de problemas de otimização em muitos campos da engenharia, e
possuem implementação simples e flexível. AEs podem lidar melhor com problemas com-
plexos, como problemas multi-objetivo restritos com espaço objetivo não-diferenciável e um
grande número de mínimos locais, do que algoritmos baseados em gradiente. A aplicação
de AEs no projeto de pás de turbinas eólicas pode ser interessante, por reduzir o número
de iterações entre projeto aerodinâmico e estrutural no processo convencional de projeto,
reduzindo assim o tempo e o custo de projeto. Pesquisas recentes mostraram resultados
satisfatórios com esta abordagem, principalmente combinando Algoritmos Genéticos (AGs)
com a Teoria do Elemento de Pá (TEP). A maioria desses trabalhos, no entanto, apresen-
tam algumas deficiências que podem comprometer a ampla aplicação de suas técnicas
propostas, tais como: falta de uma investigação detalhada sobre o desempenho de AEs
na tarefa de otimização de geometria da pá; conceitos obsoletos de turbinas eólicas uti-
lizados na formulação do problema de otimização; representação incipiente da geometria
da pá; e falta de análise estrutural integrada à otimização da geometria. Nesse contexto,
o problema abordado pelo presente trabalho consiste em identificar se e como é possível
melhorar a otimização evolutiva da geometria de pás de rotores eólicos e resolver as falhas
de abordagens anteriores, mencionadas anteriormente. A hipótese da presente pesquisa é
que a otimização evolutiva da geometria da pás é melhorada por uma abordagem em que
são investigados tanto o desempenho de vários métodos de otimização como a formulação
do problema de otimização multi-objetivo. Essa formulação incorpora análise aerodinâmica
e estrutural, e uma representação da geometria de pás que proporciona uma liberdade ad-
equada para as suas curvas e fornece geometrias suaves e viáveis. Dessa forma, essa
abordagem fornece soluções realistas e de alta qualidade, com alta eficiência computa-
cional. O objetivo geral do presente trabalho é definir e avaliar uma métodologia de projeto
para a geometria de pás de rotores eólicos, a fim de maximizar a produção de energia de
turbinas eólicas e minimizar a massa da pá, utilizando para o isso métodos estocásticos
de otimização multi-objetivo. Para isso, o problema de otimização multi-objectivo e suas
restrições foram formulados, e a representação vetorial dos parâmetros de otimização foi
definida. Um problema de otimização foi proposto como estudo de caso, que representa
as condições de vento e conceitos de turbinas eólicas atuais encontrados no Brasil. Este
problema foi usado para avaliar e comparar o desempenho de várias metaheurísticas, as-
sim como para validar a metodologia de projeto definida. O conceito de turbina escolhido
foi uma máquina de 2,5 MW com gerador síncrono e acoplamento direto, operação em
velocidade variável, controlada por pitch, e com um diâmetro de rotor de 120 m. Cinco
Algoritmos Evolutivos Multi-objetivo (AEMOs) diferentes foram selecionados para serem
avaliados na resolução do problema do estudo de caso: Algoritmo Genético de Ordenação
pela Não-dominância versão II (AGON-II), Algoritmo Evolutivo Multi-objetivo com Inspi-
ração Quântica (AEMIQ), duas abordagens do Algoritmo Evolutivo Multi-objetivo baseado
em Decomposição (AEMO/D), e Algoritmo de Otimização Multi-objetivo por Evolução Difer-
encial (MOED). Os resultados mostraram que as duas melhores técnicas para este tipo de
problema são AGON-II e AEMO/D, uma tendo apresentado soluções mais amplas e uni-
formemente espaçadas, e a outra tendo uma melhor convergência na região de interesse.
AEMIQ foi o pior AEMO em questão de convergência, e MOED o pior em distribuição
de soluções. Mas as diferenças no desempenho geral foram sutis, pois os algoritmos
alternaram suas posições no ranking de avaliação de cada métrica. Isto também foi evi-
denciado pelo fato de que a Fronteira de Pareto (FP) conhecida consistiu em soluções de
várias técnicas, cada uma dominando uma região diferente do espaço objetivo. A análise
detalhada do projeto da melhor pá mostra que a solução gerada pelo método de otimização
é totalmente viável, uma vez que as condições de fluxo e as características de funciona-
mento do rotor ficaram de acordo com o que se deseja, e também que a geometria de pá
obtida é muito suave e fácil de fabricar. Além disso, esta geometria é facilmente exportada
para um software CAD (Computer-Aided Design) ou CAE (Computer-Aided Engineering).
Deste modo, a metodologia de projeto definida pelo presente trabalho foi validada.
Palavras-chave: Pá de turbina eólica. Otimização multi-objetivo. Algoritmo evolutivo. Meta-
heurística. Projeto aerodinâmico.
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Ωmin Minimum allowable angular velocity of the rotor
Ωrated Rated angular velocity of the rotor
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1 Introduction
The Brazilian electricity matrix is based on large hydroelectric power plants, which
represent over 65% of its total installed capacity (see Figure 1.1), according to the Na-
tional Agency of Electrical Energy (ANEEL) [2]. But the country is recently experiencing
a boom in the energy sector based on renewable sources like wind, solar and small hy-
dro. This boom was initially driven by the Incentive Program for Electric Energy Alternative
Sources (PROINFA) introduced in 2002, and recently by the regulated auctions that take
place regularly since 2009. In this context, the wind energy market in Brazil is recently
growing fast.
Figure 1.1: Brazilian current installed capacity per source (in MW), adapted from ANEEL
[2].
Brazil has great wind resources, especially at coastal regions, where there are high
annual average speeds with high direction and speed steadiness. The Brazilian wind atlas,
published in 2001 [3], showed an estimated wind power potential of 143 GW at the height
of 50 m, but new measurements recently made at 80 to 100 m high indicate that the actual
potential can be more than 300 GW.
In 2010, a total of 326 MW of wind power were installed in Brazil, which represented
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a growth of 64.1% in wind power installed capacity. In 2011, the growth was of 452 MW,
or 54.4%. The mark of 2000 MW of wind power capacity was recently reached, in 2012,
which represents about 1.6% of total generating capacity in the Brazilian power system.
From 2009 to 2011, there were roughly 2000 MW per year contracted through the regulated
auctions, meaning that there will be at least another 6000 MW to be installed until 2016.
The Brazilian Energy Expansion Ten-year Plan 2020 (PDE 2020) [4] estimates that by 2020
there will be more than 11000 MW of wind power installed capacity (Figure 1.2).











Wind power installed capacity
Annual capacity additions
Figure 1.2: Annual wind power capacity additions in Brazil (past installations and progno-
sis), adapted from PDE 2020 [4].
Since 2002, the energy selling prices for wind power have been dropping from
about R$300 / €112 per MWh (PROINFA prices) to less than R$90 / €34 per MWh —
R$87.98 / €32.61 per MWh was the mean price for wind energy at the last auction of 2012
(Figure 1.3) [5]. The reason for this is both the wind resource, which causes high energy
production (capacity factors around 50%), and the competition between a growing number
of turbine manufacturers in the country. Today there are around 10 manufacturers in Brazil,
including the ones that are operating, developing or still planning their production facilities.
Thereby, the Brazilian wind market is emerging, seeming to be soon one of the
largest markets in the world. For the next years there will be opportunities in the country,
as well as great challenges, since there will be a substantial increase in power installation,
comparing to previous years. The main challenges are: solving the logistical problems
of the supply chain; ensuring greater financial resources, since only one bank could not
be enough to supply the demand; increasing the productive capacity of the wind industry;
granting access to the grid, and also enhance the transmission lines between the northeast











































Figure 1.3: Average energy price development since the beginning of the auctions [5].
tions. This last challenge motivates and justifies the work reported by this dissertation.
The dropping energy prices in Brazil demand reductions on the Cost of Energy
(COE) from wind turbines, in order to keep the economic feasibility of the wind farm projects,
and also to make the wind energy a competitive source in the energy market. With regard
to the rotor blade design, it must aim at achieving lighter blades, with higher rotor efficiency
for the turbine to produce more energy. Reducing the blade mass will reduce its cost, and
in this way will also reduce the initial capital cost of the wind farm project, since the cost of
the blades represent almost 20% of the total cost of a wind turbine. Additionally, increasing
the wind turbine Annual Energy Production (AEP) will increase the operating revenue of the
wind farm project. Hence, the impact of both initial capital cost reduction and increase in
operating revenue is the reduction on the COE. This is why the maximization of the AEP
and the minimization of the blade mass are strong candidates for objective functions of the
blade geometry optimization, as detailed further on.
The design process of a wind turbine blade can be divided into two steps: aerody-
namic design and structural design. The aerodynamic design consists in the selection of
optimal geometry of the blade external surface (blade geometry), which is defined by the
airfoil family and the distributions of chord, twist angle and thickness. The structural design
is defined by the blade materials selection and definition of the structural cross section or
spar within the outer envelope [6]. Both the aerodynamic and structural designs can be
seen as continuous constrained optimization problems.
The following sections of this chapter present, in this order: the state of the art of
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the problem addressed by the present work; the definition of this problem; the hypothesis of
the research; the general and specific objectives of this work; the main original contributions
given by it; and at last the overall organization of this document.
1.1 State of the Art of the Problem
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) have shown to be effective in solving optimization
problems in many engineering fields, whereas of easy and flexible implementation. EAs
can better handle complex problems, such as multi-objective constrained problems with
non-differentiable objective space and a large number of local minima, than gradient-based
algorithms. The use of EAs in the wind energy field has been recently increasing. For exam-
ple, a Genetic Algorithm (GA) has been recently used by Jureczko, Pawlak and Mezyk [7] to
optimize the blade structural design. The application of such tools to the blade aerodynamic
design can be interesting, allowing the optimization of the blade design parameters in order
to, for example: maximize generated power under a given operating condition, maximize
AEP for a specific wind speed distribution (site-specific optimization), minimize the amount
of blade material and/or minimize the COE. Moreover, EAs can help to reduce the time and
cost of the wind turbine blade design process, by integrating the blade aerodynamic and
structural optimization.
Recent developments showed satisfactory results with this approach, mostly com-
bining GAs with the Blade Element Momentum (BEM) theory, as reported by Selig and
Coverstone-Carroll [8], Méndez and Greiner [9], Liu, Chen and Ye [10], Xuan et al. [11],
Eke and Onyewudiala [12] and Sale [13]. In addition, Casás, Peña and Duro [14] developed
an automatic design environment for the blade geometry through a macroevolutionary al-
gorithm, using a combination of blade element theory and a panel method, applying neural
networks and an integral boundary layer code to improve accuracy of the approach. Benini
and Toffolo [15] proposed a multi-objective approach based on Genetic Programming (GP)
and Pareto concepts to the blade aerodynamic design, aiming to both maximize AEP and
minimize COE, also using the BEM theory. More recently, in 2012, the Cuckoo Search
Algorithm and the Quantum-inspired Evolutionary Algorithm (QEA) have been applied to
blade geometry design respectively by Ernst et al. [16] and Vianna Neto et al. [17], in
mono-objective approaches.
Most of these works, however, present some shortfalls that may compromise the
wide application of their proposed techniques. For instance, there is a lack of investigation
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on the performance of the optimization methods applied in [8, 9, 11–13, 15, 17], which could
be enhanced. Another problem that arises is the use of outdated wind turbine concepts,
such as stall-controlled turbines, in the optimization problem, which happens in [8–10, 15].
The blade geometry representation could be better exploited in some of theses works, e.g.
in [9, 12, 14], in order to give more freedom to the geometry curves or to enable more
realistic solutions. Furthermore, the integration of some kind of structural analysis to the
geometry optimization could bring better results to the following works [9, 10, 14, 16, 17].
1.2 Problem Definition
In this context, the problem to be addressed by the present work consists in identi-
fying if and how it is possible to enhance the evolutionary optimization of wind turbine blade
geometry and solve the previously mentioned shortfalls of previous approaches, namely:
• Lack of detailed investigation on the performance of evolutionary algorithms in the
task of blade geometry optimization;
• Outdated wind turbine concepts utilized in the simulation test-bed;
• Incipient blade geometry representation;
• Lack of structural analysis integrated to the geometry optimization.
1.3 Hypothesis
The hypothesis of the present research is that the rotor blade geometry evolution-
ary optimization is enhanced by an approach in which both the performance of several
optimization methods and the Multi-objective Optimization Problem (MOP) formulation are
assessed. This MOP formulation incorporates aerodynamic and structural analysis, and
a blade geometry representation that gives a proper freedom to its curves and provides
smooth and feasible geometries. In this way, this approach provides high quality and real-
istic solutions with high computational efficiency.
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1.4 Objectives
The objectives of this research were broken into general and specific, which are
summarized as follows.
The general objective is to define and evaluate a design methodology for the rotor
blade geometry in order to maximize the energy production of wind turbines and minimize
the mass of the blade itself, using for that purpose stochastic multi-objective optimization
methods.
In order to achieve the general objective, the following specific objectives were
outlined:
• Based on the Horizontal Axis Rotor Performance Optimization (HARP_Opt) code of
Sale [18], formulate the multi-objective optimization problem, proposing a modified
blade geometry representation and three novel constraints;
• Propose an original benchmark problem, based on the wind conditions and present
wind turbine concepts found in Brazil, to be used as a test-bed for the design method-
ology;
• Evaluate and compare the performance of selected metaheuristics, namely Non-
dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm version II (NSGA-II), Quantum-inspired Multi-
objective Evolutionary Algorithm (QMEA), two approaches of Multi-objective Evolu-
tionary Algorithm Based on Decomposition (MOEA/D), and Multi-objective Optimiza-
tion Differential Evolution Algorithm (MODE), in solving the benchmark problem, and
also evaluate the solutions obtained by the defined design methodology.
1.5 Main Contributions
The author found that the approach that best suits the problem defined in Section
1.2 is the HARP_Opt of Sale [13]. The HARP_Opt is a code implemented in MATrix LAB-
oratory (MATLAB), which uses the Wind-Turbine Performance Predictor (WT_Perf) code
[19] as the BEM model in the evaluation of solutions and the multi-objective GA function
from the MATLAB Global Optimization Toolbox as the Multi-objective Evolutionary Algo-
rithm (MOEA). Furthermore, a simple structural model is applied in the HARP_Opt geome-
try optimization, which provides a preliminary aerodynamic design that already balances the
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loads and stresses through the blade span, avoiding stress concentration points. This can
reduce the number of aerodynamic-to-structural design loops in the conventional process of
blade design, thus reducing the design time and cost. The blade geometry representation
in HARP_Opt is performed through the use of Bézier curve parametrization, described by
Farin [20], which provides smooth curves for the distributions of chord and twist. For these
reasons, the HARP_Opt was chosen as a baseline to the development of the present work.
In this way, most of the original contributions of this work regard modifications and
new features to the HARP_Opt approach. These contributions are summarized below:
• Application of the mechanical-electrical system efficiency (η) curve, combined with
the rotor performance curve (CP versus λ ), in the determination of the optimal rota-
tional speed of the rotor in relation to the wind speed. This procedure is explained in
Subsection 2.1.2. Thereby, the steady state operation of the Maximum Power Point
Tracking (MPPT) strategy is modelled more accurately, and the evolutionary search
will tend towards rotors with higher optimum tip speed ratios (λopt). In HARP_Opt only
the CP versus λ curve is used for this process.
• Modification to the circular root transition feature, by the inclusion of a circular root
control point at the twist curve, in order to remove discontinuities in this curve. This is
shown in Subsection 4.2.3.
• Development of a tip transition feature (described in Subsection 4.2.4), since in most
of the blade designs a chord value close to zero is adopted at the tip. Through this
feature the chord goes smoothly from its optimal value before the tip to the zero value
at the tip.
• Modification to full-cosine spacing of the chord and twist control points radial positions
(mentioned in Subsection 4.2.1), instead of half-cosine in HARP_Opt. This gives a
higher control point density towards the root and the tip of the blade, giving more
freedom to the curves in these regions. In HARP_Opt, with half-cosine spacing, the
curves are too restricted in the tip region. The tip region needs flexibility because of
the tip transition feature.
• Modification of the thickness interpolation, with the use of monotone piecewise cubic
interpolation, as described by Fritsch and Carlson [21], instead of piecewise constant
or piecewise linear interpolation. The interpolation process in the root transition region
was integrated with the whole blade, simplifying the original HARP_Opt interpolation
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process, which was broken in multiple regions. In addition, the iterative process used
to determine the root chord was removed. The modified thickness interpolation pro-
cess is presented in Subsection 4.2.2.
• Modification of the monotonicity constraint, which in HARP_Opt was applied to the
control points, and here it is applied to the properties at the blade element centers.
The chord, twist and thickness curves are indeed required to be monotonically de-
creasing, from the root to the tip of the blade, but not the control points. In Section
4.2, the Figure 4.2 shows a typical example of twist and chord curves that are mono-
tonically decreasing, but the control points are not. If the control points are required to
be monotonically decreasing, the freedom of the geometrical curves is compromised.
The modified monotonicity constraint is described in Subsection 4.3.2.
• Inclusion of a constraint to the maximum chord location, which is proposed in Subsec-
tion 4.3.3, in order to avoid infeasible blade geometries. This constraint is specially
needed when the control points are not required to be monotonically decreasing, be-
cause in this case the probability that the location of the maximum chord ends up too
far from the root is much higher.
• Proposition of a maximum angle of attack constraint, in order to ensure that the design
angle of attack throughout the blade span keep a safe margin from the stall angle of
attack. This constraint is defined in Subsection 4.3.4.
The HARP_Opt was published as an open source code [18] with a corresponding
user’s guide [13], and thereby no formal mathematical description was made from the MOP
of this approach. Consequently, another original contribution of the present work is the
unprecedented formulation of this MOP, including its objective functions, constraints and
the vector representation of decision variables. In addition, the original benchmark problem
proposed in Section 4.4 is expected to give its own contribution for future performance
assessments of different optimization methods, for this is the only problem found in the
literature which is based on wind conditions and present wind turbine concepts found in
Brazil.
Finally, while the most of the EAs applied to the blade design are genetic based al-
gorithms, the present work evaluates the performance of several EA frameworks in solving
the multi-objective optimization of the wind turbine blade geometry. In this way, the per-
formance of NSGA-II, QMEA, two approaches of the MOEA/D, and MODE are compared
against each other, using for that purpose the proposed benchmark problem as a test-bed.
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As for the problem of blade design no previous application of the last three techniques was
found in the literature, their performance assessment in this problem is also an original
contribution of the present work.
1.6 Overall Structure of the Dissertation
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes
the wind energy concepts required to formulate the multi-objective optimization problem of
the blade geometry design, including the technology of wind turbines, the characteristics
of wind resources, the AEP estimation and blade design aspects. Concepts as the MPPT,
power control by active pitch and the BEM theory are also presented in this chapter.
The concepts of evolutionary optimization are discussed in Chapter 3. Initially in
this chapter, MOP is mathematically described, and the Pareto dominance and optimality
are presented. Recent MOEA applications are reviewed, as well as indicators to measure
their performance. Then the metaheuristics that are evaluated in the present work, including
NSGA-II, QMEA, MOEA/D and MODE, are briefly described.
Chapter 4 defines the formulation of the objective functions and constraints of the
MOP addressed in this research. The approach adopted in the present work for the blade
geometry representation is also detailed in this chapter. In addition, a benchmark problem
is proposed, based on current turbine concepts and wind conditions in Brazil, to be used in
the performance evaluation of the optimization algorithms.
The results obtained with the design methodology developed are presented and
analysed in Chapter 5. But first the materials and methods applied in the experiments are
described. Then, then performance of different stochastic optimization algorithms applied to
the proposed benchmark problem are compared, considering several runs for each of them.
The obtained Pareto Front (PF) and Pareto Set (PS) are analysed, and also the resulting
blade designs of some solutions picked from the obtained PS. At last in this chapter, the
best blade design found is detailed.
Finally, Chapter 6 gives the conclusions and final remarks, and outlines some top-
ics for future research on the subject of this dissertation.
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2 Wind Power
This chapter discusses about the wind energy concepts required to develop this
dissertation. First a brief motivation is given, by an introduction about the situation of the
wind power in Brazil. Secondly, a description about the technology of wind turbines is made,
focusing on the operational and design aspects that have an impact on the blade design.
Then the characteristics of wind resources and how to estimate from them the AEP of wind
turbines are detailed. At last, the aspects of the blade design are presented.
2.1 Wind Turbines
Modern wind turbines use the lift force generated by the blades to move the rotor
and generate electricity. Nowadays, the most common design of wind turbine is the Hori-
zontal Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT), which is the focus of this dissertation. A typical HAWT
consists of the following subsystems [22], that are also shown in Figure 2.1:
• Rotor, which corresponds to the blades, the pitch system and the hub that supports
them;
• Drive train, i.e., the turbine rotating parts (except the rotor), represented by the shafts,
gearbox (except on direct-drive machines), coupling, mechanical brake and genera-
tor;
• Nacelle and mainframe, including the baseplate and yaw system;
• Tower and foundation;
• Control systems;
• Electrical system components, such as cables, switches, transformers, power elec-
tronic converters and capacitors.
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Figure 2.1: Components of a HAWT, reproduced from Hau [23].
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As the present dissertation focuses on the rotor blade geometry design, the strat-
ification of this component is also mentioned here. Thereby, the blade is comprised of the
following elements:
• External panels, or shells, which gives the aerodynamic shape and is responsible for
withstanding part of the bending load;
• Internal longitudinal spars and shear webs, that resist to the shear load and a part
of the bending load, restrict the deformation of the cross section and prevents the
buckling of the panels;
• Inserts and bushings, which transfer the loads from panels and spars to the hub;
• Lightning protection, that transfers the energy of the lightning strikes from the tip to
the root of the blade.
Many options of design configuration of HAWTs were tried during the evolving pro-
cess of the technology, but nowadays the large scale wind turbines that are being produced
seem to agree on most of this options, which are listed below:
• Rotor with 3 blades;
• Upwind position of the rotor, with respect to the tower;
• Variable speed operation;
• Power control by active pitch;
• Driven yaw control.
This configuration of HAWT is adopted for the studies reported by this dissertation.
The main design options that are still varying between the manufactures are: direct-drive or
geared drive train; and synchronous generator or Doubly-Fed Induction Generator (DFIG).
When necessary, this work focuses on Direct-Drive Synchronous Generator (DDSG) wind
turbines.
Table 2.1 shows typical relative component costs of DDSG turbines, computed for
a 2.5 MW machine using the cost and scaling model from the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL) of the United States [24]. Through this table, it can be seen that the
generator, the tower and the blades are the most economically representative components
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Table 2.1: Relative component costs of a 2.5 MW DDSG wind turbine.
Component Relative cost (%) Component Relative cost (%)
Blades 18.57 Mainframe 2.10
Hub 3.37 Nacelle cover 1.00
Main shaft 0.46 Electrical connections 5.07















of such a type of HAWT. Together, they represent over 67% of the total cost of a DDSG
wind turbine. It must be noticed that the wind turbine cost represent about 70% or more of
the initial capital cost of a wind farm project.
The next subsections describe the definition of the power curve of wind turbines,
and the control aspects that impact the blade design methodology developed within this
dissertation, i.e., the maximum power point tracking and power control by active pitch.
2.1.1 Power Curve
The power curve from a wind turbine indicates the power that will be delivered to
the electrical grid (output power) in relation to the wind speed. A typical power curve from
a modern wind turbine is shown in Figure 2.2. The turbine starts delivering power from a
minimum wind speed (cut-in wind speed), so that it can overcome the internal power losses
and consumptions. Increasing the wind speed from that point on will increase the output
power in a cubic relation, until it reaches the rated power of the turbine, at rated wind speed.
At higher wind speeds than this, the output power will be held constant. However, there is
a maximum wind speed for turbine to operate safely (cut-out wind speed), and if the wind
exceeds this speed, the turbine will shut off.
At wind speeds between the cut-in and rated speeds, the wind turbine operates at
its maximum efficiency. The pitch of the blade is kept constant at the design value, and the
rotational speed of the rotor is controlled according to the MPPT strategy (which is described
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Figure 2.2: Typical power curve from a modern HAWT.
in Subsection 2.1.2), using the generator torque as the control variable. Furthermore, if the
wind speed is over the rated speed, then the rotational speed is kept constant at its rated
value and the mechanical power from the shaft is limited by pitching the blades (details of
this technique are given in Subsection 2.1.3).
The output power is given by the available wind kinetic power multiplied by the
general efficiency of the wind energy conversion system. At first, the aerodynamic efficiency




2 ·ρairV 3∞ ·A
, (2.1)
where Pm is the mechanical power converted to the shaft, ρair is the air density, V∞ is the
free stream flow speed, and A is rotor disc area. The efficiency of the mechanical-electrical
system (η), i.e., the drive train and power electronic converters, is then given by:
η = 1−
Pgear +Pf ri +Pf e +Pstat +Pconv +Prot
Pm
. (2.2)
In Equation 2.2, Pgear, Pf ri, Pf e, Pstat , Pconv and Prot are, respectively: mechanical
power losses at the gearbox (if any); frictional losses at bearings and bushings of the drive
train; iron losses at the generator (eddy current and hysteresis losses); copper losses at
the stator winding of the generator; switching and conduction losses at the power electronic
converter; and copper losses caused by the excitation current at the rotor field winding
(except in case of permanent magnet excitation). Since the focus of this dissertation is on
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the design of the blades, no mathematical description of these power losses are given here.
The reader is referred to Polinder et al. [25] and Polinder and Slootweg [26] for details on
the formulation of these variables.
To give some level of detail about these variables, the drive train model of Polinder
et al. [25] was used to compute the power losses and efficiency of the electrical systems
of a DDSG wind turbine. The Figure 2.3 shows the results of the computations, relating the
efficiency and power losses to the wind speed at which the HAWT operates. It is clearly
seen that largest part of the losses on this kind of wind turbine is due to the copper losses
at the stator winding. On the other hand, on DFIG wind turbines most part of the losses are
located at the gearbox, what was shown by Polinder et al. [25].
(a) (b)

































Figure 2.3: Efficiency of the electrical systems of a DDSG wind turbine (a) and their respec-
tive losses (b), adapted from [25].




·ρair ·V 3∞ ·A ·CP(λ ,θ) ·η(Pm,Ω) , (2.3)
where λ is tip speed ratio, which is defined in Section 2.4, θ is the blade pitch angle and
Ω is the angular velocity of the rotor. As one can see, the power coefficient of the rotor
depends on the state of the tip speed ratio and the blade pitch angle, and the efficiency of
the mechanical-electrical system depends on the state of the mechanical power on the shaft
and the angular velocity of the rotor of the generator (same as angular velocity of the wind
turbine rotor in case of direct-drive turbine). Details on the power coefficient of the rotor are
described in Section 2.4. An example of variation of the electrical system efficiency, with
respect to the shaft power and angular velocity of the rotor, is illustrated at the Figure 2.4
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(a) for an electrically excited DDSG machine, and the same for a machine with permanent


































Figure 2.4: Electrical system efficiency, with respect to the shaft power and angular velocity
of the rotor, for generators with electrical (a) and permanent magnet (b) excitation.
2.1.2 Maximum Power Point Tracking
As already mentioned, in the partial load regime, the wind turbine operates with
maximum efficiency, and this condition is referred to as the Optimal Regimes Characteris-
tic (ORC). For each wind speed, there is a corresponding rotational speed of the rotor (the
same of the generator, in case of direct-drive) that maximizes the output power of the tur-
bine. Usually, for the turbine to operate at the ORC, the MPPT strategy sets the reference
of the rotational speed control loop. The MPPT is a very reliable and robust control method,
and basically consists of a hill-climbing method [27] for dynamically driving the operating
point to the ORC, with minimal information from the system. The power characteristics of
the rotor are completely unknown, and the shaft rotational speed and active power of the
generator are the only required measurements from the system. Some searching (probe)
signal is used to obtain gradient estimations of these measured variables [28].
For the present work, the interest in this subject is the steady-state modelling of
the MPPT, for the computation of the power curve of the turbine. This is much more simple
than the dynamic modelling of MPPT, and therefore this subject is not extensively described
here. If the reader is interested, several aspects and details of the MPPT are presented by
Munteanu et al. [28].
As Equation 2.3 shows, the rotational speed of the rotor (Ω) affects both CP and
η . Therefore, the rotational speed that brings the turbine to the ORC, given a wind speed,
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Figure 2.5: Optimal regimes characteristic for several wind speeds.
is the one that maximizes CP ·η . Figure 2.5 illustrates this approach, by pointing the ORC
for several wind speeds in combined rotor performance and mechanical-electrical system
efficiency curves, i.e., CP ·η versus Ω curves. In the present work, this is how the optimal
rotational speed is determined, with respect to the wind speed. One must remind, though,
that the rotational speed is limited to its rated value Ωrated .
2.1.3 Power Control by Active Pitch
When the turbine operates at the full load regime, i.e., when the wind speed is
above rated, the rotor power (Pm) must be aerodynamically limited. Otherwise the generator
or the whole turbine would be damaged by overload, because the available power from
the wind varies with the wind speed cubed (see Equation 2.21). This is carried out by
increasing the blade pitch angle (θ ), i.e., turning the blade into the wind, what decreases
the angle of attack and also the lift throughout the blade, consequently reducing the rotor
power coefficient. This action is known as the active pitch control.
Once again, at this dissertation the interest in the pitch control is the steady-state
modelling for purposes of power curve computation. For this reason only a brief description
of this topic is given here. Figure 2.6 shows how the pitch angle must change with the wind
speed for the output power to remain constant. This contour plot of the output power was
computed through a BEM model, considering a rotor with 120 m diameter.
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Figure 2.6: Contour plot of the output power (in kW) with regard to wind speed and blade
pitch angle, for a rotor with 120 m diameter.
2.2 Characteristics of Wind Resources
The wind is a complex resource, and many statistical functions and parameters are
used to analyse and represent it, each with a different purpose. The main ones and the
feature that they represent are summarized as follows:
• Annual mean wind speed — represents the average of wind speeds through the year,
and is calculated from measurement data. It is used in the AEP estimates.
• Extreme wind speed — is the highest speed that occur within some specific recur-
rence time, for example 50 years. It is of particular concern of in the structural design
of turbines, because they must withstand the loads under this condition.
• Probability density function — used to represent the frequency of occurrence of the
wind speeds. It is very important to the AEP estimation.
• Wind rose — corresponds to the probability distribution function of the wind direction
variation in time. It is of great interest when positioning the turbines in wind farms.
• Wind shear profile function — stands for the atmospheric boundary layer, which is
important to the rotor load estimations and to the conversion of wind speeds from
one hight to another in the site assessment process. This function uses the terrain
roughness parameter as input.
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• Turbulence intensity — represents the wind turbulence, and it is of particular interest
in the calculation of turbine wakes and its impact on downwind turbines. The turbu-
lence also causes fluctuating loads at the rotor blades, and must be considered when
performing their structural design.
In the work reported by this dissertation, a vertical wind shear profile was con-
sidered, i.e., no vertical speed variation. And also no turbulence was taken into account,
because these effects have not a great impact on the rotor performance optimization. In
this way, as in the approach showed here the blade geometry is optimized for the maximum
AEP under a specific wind speed distribution, the most important statistical function for this
work is the probability density function. Therefore, this is the only item from the list above
that is detailed here, as follows.
The wind speed is usually measured using anemometers located in met masts,
and the information provided by it is recorded by data-loggers, in the form of 10-minute
mean speed and standard deviation. The Weibull probability density function [29] fits well
to the 10-minute mean speed distribution from most of the sites. This function is expressed
as follows:











where f (V ) is the probability of occurrence of the wind speed V , C is the scale parameter,
and k is the shape parameter. Figure 2.7 shows the plot of the Weibull distribution for some
values of C and k. The impact of C in the flow speed probability distribution is that for higher
values of this parameter, higher wind speeds will have a higher probability, thus increasing
the mean wind speed. As for the shape parameter, a higher value of k will cause a sharper
peak in the curve, which means that there is less wind speed variation, i.e., the standard
deviation is lower.
The international standard IEC 61400-1 [30], from the International Electrotechnical
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Figure 2.7: Effect of the variation of C in the Weibull distribution, with k = 2.5 (a), and of the
variation of k, with C = 8 (b).
is the gamma function.
2.3 Annual Energy Production
The AEP can be estimated from the power curve of a wind turbine together with
the wind speed probability distribution, which were both described in previous sections. It
is mathematically expressed as
AEP = hyear ·
∫ Vout
V=Vin
Pout(V ) · f (V )dV ·Kavl , (2.7)
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where hyear is the number of hours in the year, i.e., 8760 hours, Vin and Vout are the cut-
in and cut-out wind speeds, and Kavl is the availability of the turbine, that is the average
fraction of the time in which the turbine is ready to generate electricity.
The capacity factor (FC) can now be defined: it is the ratio of the actual mean power






2.4 Wind Turbine Blade Design
The first element to be addressed in the rotor design is the blade, which is its most
essential element. The blade is the device that converts the kinetic energy of the wind into
torque to generate useful power. A successful blade design must satisfy a whole range
of requirements and objectives, some of which are in conflict. These requirements and
objectives can be summarized as follows:
• Maximize the AEP for the specified wind speeds distribution;
• Minimize weight and cost;
• Resist the static and dynamic loads applied to the blade during its life cycle;
• Reduce noise generation;
• Restrict deflections of the blade tip to avoid collisions to the tower;
• Avoid resonances;
• Define pitch angle values for wind speeds above rated, in order to limit the output
power to its rated value;
• Ease the manufacturing process;
• Ease the materials recycling after the life cycle of the blade;
• Preserve the health and safety of the workers.
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As already described, the design process of a blade can be divided into two steps:
aerodynamic design and structural design. The aerodynamic design consists in defining the
optimal geometry of the outer surface of the blade (blade geometry), which is defined by the
selection and positioning of the airfoils, and the determination of chord, twist and thickness
radial distributions. The structural design is defined by the blade material selection and by
the definition of the structural cross section or spar inside the outer envelope [6].
Figure 2.8: Positioning of airfoils along the blade span, reproduced from Gasch and Twele
[31].
The HAWTs are developed using modern families of airfoils, so that the blade tip
region is designed with a thin airfoil, for a high lift-to-drag ratio (L/D), and the root region is
designed with a thicker airfoil with similar characteristics, to increase the moment of inertia.
Figure 2.8 shows the positioning of airfoils along the length of the blade. It can be seen that
the airfoils thickness increase towards the root, for ease of the blade coupling to the pitch
bearing.
There are several ways to determine the spanwise distributions of chord, twist and
thickness. The most fundamental ones are the analytical solutions of Betz [32] and Schmitz
[33] theories. The latter consists in a complement of the former, by taking into account ro-
tational wake effects. These analytical solutions provide the chord and twist values relative
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to rotor radius, given the design tip speed ratio, the airfoils spanwise positioning and the
specified angle of attack. But the BEM [34] is a more accurate theory for predicting rotor
performance, that considers a finite number of blades and hub- and tip-losses, yet by this
theory there is no analytical solution for the optimum values of chord and twist. Therefore,
one way of solving this problem is to optimize these parameters by hand at selected radial
stations, with the aid of contour plots from the rotor power coefficient and angle of attack in
relation to chord and twist angle. These contour plots are generated by computing a BEM
model several times, for each combination of chord and twist discrete values. This process
result in a more aerodynamically efficient blade geometry, but it requires more time and it is
more susceptible to the designer’s experience. Additionally, this also requires the previous
positioning of airfoils.
All of the techniques mentioned in the previous paragraph aim at maximizing the
aerodynamic efficiency under specified conditions of wind speed and tip speed ratio. This
means that the optimum performance out of this condition is not guaranteed. Besides,
the interaction of the blade geometry to its structure is not verified, what means that this
geometry will probably have to be revised after the structural design of the blade. Recently,
numerical optimization algorithms have been applied to define the blade geometry [35–39],
most of which are gradient-based algorithms. This allows site-specific optimization, i.e.,
maximizing the AEP for a given wind speed distribution, what provides a better performance
under different operating conditions. In most of these cases, a complex design platform was
developed, which integrates the setting of chord, twist and thickness distributions into a
holistic design process (with aerodynamic analysis, aeroelastic load calculation, structural
design, turbine controller tuning, noise prediction and/or cost estimation). The geometry
problem then becomes much more complex, as a multi-objective, -disciplinary, -variable,
and -constrained problem. This is why MOEAs become more attractive for this task.
On the other hand, the structural design starts with the material selection that will
be used on the blade. The materials most commonly used in wind turbine blades are fiber-
reinforced plastics (composites), which have interesting characteristics for this application,
such as low density and high strength. Most of the composites reinforcements used consist
of carbon or glass fibers, while the polyester, vinylester and epoxy are the most used resins.
Figure 2.9 illustrates the application of several materials to the blade structural design.
After the selection and configuration of materials is determined, then the calculation
of all loads that will be applied to the blade, during the life cycle of the turbine, is performed.
This is usually done by a computer code based on an aeroelastic model [40]. This model
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must dynamically represent the wind field, the aerodynamics of the rotor, the wind turbine
structure, and its control system. Normally a geometrically non-linear finite element or a
modified modal analysis approach is applied [40].
The rotor of a wind turbine must operate not only under conditions of static loads,
but also periodically and stochastically varying loads. Such dynamic loads occur on a
high number of cycles, and thus fatigue is a primary concern. The cyclic stresses should
be reduced as possible, and the materials selected for construction must withstand these
stresses for as many cycles as possible. For the rest of the turbine, the rotor behaves as a
generator of cyclic load, especially for the drive train [22].
Figure 2.9: Several materials applied on a blade structural design.
Usually the design process of a blade is done iteratively, due to the fact that aero-
dynamic and structural characteristics have an impact on each other. The process starts
with a preliminary blade geometry definition, followed by a preliminary structural design and
an aeroelastic analysis. It then returns to the previous step, and tunes the aerodynamic
design, going afterwards again to the structural analysis. This loop repeats itself until the
desired blade design is reached.
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A common practice in the industry is to have one engineering team for the aero-
dynamic design and another for the structural design of the blade, because these tasks
involve different backgrounds and therefore require different engineer profiles. This causes
the blade design process to be segmented, becoming more time-consuming and making
harder to find a trade-off between aerodynamic and structural efficiency. A more integrated
approach, as the one of Fuglsang [37], could address this issues and reduce the number of
aerodynamic-to-structural design loops in the process of blade design, hence reducing the
design time and cost.
This dissertation focuses on the aerodynamic design optimization, and therefore it
does not describe the detailed structural modelling of wind turbine blades. But if the reader
is interested, this information is found in the literature [6, 22, 23, 40–42]. The next subsec-
tion then describes the BEM model, which is used for the rotor aerodynamic performance
analysis.
2.4.1 Blade Element Momentum Theory
A widely used and accurate method for estimating the performance of propellers
and helicopter rotors is assuming that the flow on the rotor occurs in circular stream tubes
that do not interact with each other. This method, used together with the induced veloci-
ties has been called by many names, including BEM Theory, Vortex Theory, Strip Theory,
among others, and is frequently applied in wind turbine study. BEM theory, which can be
seen as a two-dimensional flow on each radial section of the blade, considering that the air
is slowed in the axial direction and accelerated in the tangential direction, is described by
Wilson and Lissaman [34].
From the BEM theory is possible to estimate static loads on a wind turbine and
the generated power under different conditions of wind, rotational speed and pitch angle.
Therefore it is assumed that the blade geometry has been previously defined, i.e., the
distributions of chord length (c) and local pitch angle (θl) along rotor radius (r) are known,
as well as the performance data of the airfoils used. For determinate values of wind speed
(V∞) and angular velocity of the rotor (Ω), the local conditions of flow for a given section dr
can be obtained by the following procedure (including the Prandtl tip loss factor [43]):
• Step 1: Define the initial value of the axial and tangential induction factors, respec-
tively a and a′ (a = a′ = 0 is an option to start the iterations);





(1+a′) ·Ω · r
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(2.9)
• Step 3: Compute Prandtl’s tip loss factor (F), using the Equations 2.10 and 2.11,











2 · r · sin(φ)
(2.11)
• Step 4: Compute the local angle of attack α by Equation 2.12;
α = φ −θl (2.12)
• Step 5: Find the lift and drag coefficients to the angle of attack α previously computed,
respectively CL(α) and CD(α), from the properties of the airfoil section in r;
• Step 6: Compute the normal (Cn) and tangential (Ct) load coefficients, by Equations
2.13 and 2.14;
Cn =CL cos(φ)+CD sin(φ) (2.13)
Ct =CL sin(φ)−CD cos(φ) (2.14)
• Step 7: Compute the solidity (σ ), defined as the fraction of the ring area in the control
volume that is covered by the blades, through the Equation 2.15, given by
σ(r) =
c(r) ·B
2 ·π · r
(2.15)














• Step 9: Compute the error between the iteration values for a and a′;
• Step 10: If the error is greater than a tolerance parameter, return to Step 2 and repeat
the procedure, or else finish.
With the obtained data is possible to compute the elementary axial force dT gen-
erated in a ring element with thickness dr, by Equation 2.18 as follows, where ρair is the air
density.
dT = 4 ·π · r ·ρair ·V 2∞ ·a(1−a)F ·dr (2.18)
Similarly, the torque dQ developed by the blade element in a stream tube (annular
element) is obtained, as follows:
dQ = 4 ·π · r3 ·ρair ·V∞ ·Ω ·a′(1−a)F ·dr (2.19)
And the power dPm generated by the blade element is given by:
dPm = Ω ·dQ (2.20)
Numerically integrating the Equations 2.18 to 2.20, one can obtain the total axial
force, or thrust (T ), the total torque (Q) and the total power (Pm) generated by aerodynamic
forces acting on the rotor. The rotor power coefficient (CP) can be computed by dividing
the total generated power on the rotor by the total wind kinetic power on the rotor plane, as




2 ·ρair ·π ·R2 ·V 3∞
(2.21)
However, when the axial induction factor becomes greater than approximately 0.4,
the BEM theory fails (Figure 2.10). To compensate this effect, Glauert [45] proposed a
correction to the thrust coefficient (CT ), based in experimental data of the helicopter rotor
with high induced speed. According to the empirical relation found in [41], which is derived
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Figure 2.10: Different expressions for the thrust coefficient by the axial induction factor,
reproduced from Moriarty and Hansen [44].
from the Glauert correction, when a is greater than ac, ac being approximately 0.2, the














Further details about the BEM theory formulation and the concepts involved can be
found in [42].
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3 Evolutionary Optimization Algorithms
This chapter presents the stochastic optimization methods, also known as meta-
heuristics or EAs, that were chosen to be evaluated in solving the optimization problem of
blade geometry design. First, in Section 3.1, a brief introduction to the multi-objective evo-
lutionary optimization is given, reviewing some basic concepts as Pareto domination and
Pareto optimality. Still in this section, brief reviews of recent MOEA applications and per-
formance metrics are given. Then the GA, QEA, MOEA/D and Differential Evolution (DE)
approaches are described, respectively in Sections 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.
3.1 Multi-objective Evolutionary Optimization
MOPs, as the name suggests, consist in minimizing (or maximizing) multiple objec-
tive functions, which are often in conflict with each other. This is mathematically described
by
min F(x) = (F1(x), · · · ,Fm(x))T
subject to x ∈Ω .
(3.1)
In the Equation 3.1, x is the solution vector (also referred to as decision vector),
and Ω is the parameter space (or decision space). F : Ω→ Rm is the objective vector and
Rm is the objective space. Since there is no single solution that simultaneously minimizes
all objective functions, the aim of multi-objective optimization is to find the solutions that
yield the best trade-off between the objectives. These solutions are called Pareto optimal
solutions.
To define the concept of Pareto optimality, one must first define the Pareto domi-
nance concept. One vector u ∈ Rm is said to dominate another vector v ∈ Rm (denoted as
u≺ v) if and only if ∀i∈{1, · · · ,m} : ui≤ vi, and ∃ j∈{1, · · · ,m} : u j < v j. Now, a solution vec-
tor x ∈Ω is a Pareto optimal solution to the problem of Equation 3.1 if @y ∈Ω : F(y)≺ F(x).
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The PS is the set of all the Pareto optimal solution vectors and the PF is the image of the
PS in the objective space [46, 47].
Because of the population-based nature of EAs, they are able to approximate the
entire PF of a MOP in a single run. EAs must address two issues when solving MOPs: the
convergence to the true PF, and the diversity of the solutions in the non-dominated front.
The interest in applying EAs to handle MOPs, which are referred to as MOEAs, has been
growing since Schaffer’s seminal work [48]. For the last 20 years, a lot of research has
been done on MOEAs, being one of the most explored research areas in the evolutionary
computation field [47].
In 2011, Zhou et al. [47] have made a survey of the development of MOEAs mainly
during the previous eight years, covering algorithmic frameworks, selection and offspring
reproduction operators, MOEAs with specific search methods, MOEAs for multimodal prob-
lems, constraint handling in MOEAs, computationally expensive MOPs, dynamic MOPs,
noisy MOPs, combinatorial and discrete MOPs, benchmark problems, performance indica-
tors, and applications.
The main algorithm frameworks and their first propositions are, as pointed out by
Zhou et al. [47]: Pareto domination based MOEAs, as the NSGA-II of Deb et al. [49];
MOEA based on decomposition, by Zhang and Li [46]; MOEA based on decision maker’s
preference, by Fonseca and Fleming [50] and Tanino et al. [51]; indicator-based MOEAs,
by Zitzler and Künzli [52]; hybrid MOEAs, as the ones by Elhossini, Areibi and Dony [53], Li
and Wang [54], and Yang, Jiao and Gong [55]; memetic MOEAs, by Ishibuchi and Murata
[56]; and MOEAs based on co-evolution, such as the one by Deb, Mohan and Mishra [57].
Recent MOEA applications are briefly reviewed in Subsection 3.1.1, focusing on
the four algorithms that are evaluated in the present work, namely NSGA-II, QMEA, MOEA/D
and MODE. Then, in Subsection 3.1.2, the performance measures used in this work for the
performance assessment of these MOEAs are also reviewed.
3.1.1 Recent MOEA Applications
Only one case has been found in the literature that reports the use of NSGA-II to
wind turbine blade geometry optimization [58], but in other optimization fields this algorithm
is widely applied. Still in the field of renewable energy, Thiaux et al. [59], in 2010, have
optimized stand-alone photovoltaic systems through NSGA-II, with the aim of quantifying
the gross energy requirement reduction by minimizing the storage capacity. Examples of
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recent NSGA-II applications in other fields and the year they were published are: decision
thresholds for distributed detection in wireless sensor networks (circuits and communica-
tions) [60] in 2010, eradication of persistent pathogens (life sciences) [61] in 2010, web
page recommendation (pattern classification) [62] in 2010, and electric motor speed control
(control systems) [63] in 2011.
As for QMEA, MOEA/D and MODE, no previous records of wind turbine blade
geometry optimization using these metaheuristics were found in the literature. QMEA and
similar approaches, however, have been recently applied to: flow-shop scheduling problems
[64] in 2007, hardware-software co-synthesis problems in embedded systems [65] in 2008,
fuzzy path planning in mobile robot soccer systems [66, 67] in 2009 and 2012, optimal
control of two-link inverted pendulum [68] in 2010, footstep planning for humanoid robots
[69] in 2011, optimal posture control of humanoid robots (modelled by a four-link inverted
pendulum) [70] in 2012, and multi-task agent coalition formation problem [71] also in 2012.
Recent applications of MOEA/D were reported to: flow-shop scheduling problems
[72] in 2008, multi-topology sizing of analog integrated circuits [73] in 2009, passive ve-
hicle suspension optimization [74], optimization of degree distributions in Luby Transform
codes (communication applications) [75], mobile agent-based wireless sensor network rout-
ing [76] and classification rule mining [77] in 2010, and route planning over an unstructured
environment [78] in 2011.
On the other hand, in recent years MODE approaches were used on: optimal
power flow problem (electrical power systems) [79] and numeric association rules mining
[80] in 2008, no-wait flow-shop scheduling [81], design optimization of robot grippers [82],
optimization of capacitive voltage divider [83] and micro-array data fuzzy clustering [84] in
2009, and linear antenna array design (electromagnetic optimization) [85] in 2010.
3.1.2 Performance Measures
Over the past few decades, many indicators, or also called metrics, have been
proposed for the quantitative comparison of the performance of different MOEAs. A sum-
mary of these metrics and their respective original references are listed in Table 3.1. As
the output of MOEAs is normally an approximation of the PS, mainly two features of this
output are measured by these performance metrics: the convergence to the true PF; and
the distribution of approximated solutions [47].
Four performance indicators are used in this dissertation, the two set coverage, the
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Number of Pareto points contained [88]
Average best weight combination [89]
Distance from reference set [90]
Fraction of PF covered [91]
Error ratio [92]
Overall Non-dominated Vector Generation (ONVG) [92]
Generational distance [93]




Minimum distance between two solutions [97]
Coverage error [97]
Two set coverage [87]
Deviation from uniform distribution [98]
Pareto spread [99]
Accuracy [99]
Number of distinct choices [99]
Cluster [99]
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hypervolume, the spacing and the ONVG. These indicators have been chosen partly due
to the fact that they do not require the true PF in their computation, since the true PF to
the problem handled in this dissertation is not known. The two set coverage, as defined by
Zitzler and Thiele [87], corresponds to the share of the solutions in B that are dominated by
at least one solution in A, A and B being two sets of decision vectors. This metric is defined
by the function
C(A,B) =
|{u ∈ B;∃v ∈ A : v dominates u}|
|B|
, (3.2)
which maps the ordered pair (A,B) to the interval [0,1]. If all the solutions in B are dominated
by at least one in A, then C(A,B) = 1, yet if no solution in B is dominated by the solutions of
A, then C(A,B) = 0. But C(A,B) is not necessarily equal to 1−C(B,A). From this point on
this function is referred to as the coverage metric.
That same authors also define the hypervolume metric [87], as the volume en-
closed by the union of the polytopes formed by the intersections of hyperplanes perpen-
dicular to each axis and passing through each point of the set of objective vectors. In the
two-dimensional case, the hypervolume represents the area covered by a given approxima-
tion of the PF of a two-objective MOP, with respect to the objective space. This could be
seen as the sum of the rectangular areas limited by a reference point and the points in the
PF approximation set, as illustrated by Figure 3.1 for a minimization MOP. For this metric,
scaling and normalization of the objective space is necessary, for the different objectives to
contribute approximately equally to the metric value [100].
The distribution of the points in the PF approximation set is represented by the
spacing metric, proposed by Schott [95], which is computed by the variance of the distance









di = min(|F1(xi)−F1(x j)|+ |F2(xi)−F2(x j)|) . (3.4)
In this function, xi is i-th decision vector or point in A, i, j = 1,2, · · · ,n, n being the
number of points in A, and d is the mean of all di. F1 and F2 are the objective functions. If
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Figure 3.1: Hypervolume metric represented by the hatched area, adapted from Knowles
and Nakayama [101].
S(A) = 0, it means that all the points in A are evenly spaced from one another. This metric
also requires the scaling and normalization of the objective space.
The ONVG metric was first characterized by Van Veldhuizen [92], and indicates
the total number of non-dominated solutions in a set of decision vectors (A). The ONVG is
mathematically described as
ONVG = |A| . (3.5)
3.2 Genetic Algorithm
GA was proposed by Holland in 1975 [102], and simulates the theory of biological
evolution (natural selection) to solve optimization problems. This algorithm works with pop-
ulations of individuals, which are represented by chromosomes, i.e., strings of binary or real
parameters (representing genes). Each individual represents, through its parametric string,
a possible solution to the optimization problem.
The population undergoes an evolutionary process, through which the GA performs
the search for better solutions. At each iteration of the algorithm, each individual of the cur-
rent generation of the population is evaluated to define its fitness value, by the computation
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of the objective function. Then the best individuals are selected to create the offspring
generation of the population, through genetic manipulation, using therefore operators of
crossover and mutation.
The crossover operator is inspired on the process of reproduction, and is respon-
sible for combining the chromosomes of the individuals chosen as parents in the selection
process, thereby generating the chromosomes of the offspring individuals. Moreover, the
mutation operator is inspired on the process of biological mutation, randomly shifting cer-
tain genes of the chromosomes, and its function in the GA is to maintain the diversity of the
solutions, thus escaping from local optima. The NSGA-II, a multi-objective version of GA,
is briefly reviewed in the next subsection.
3.2.1 Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm version II
One of the most successful multi-objective versions of GA, the NSGA-II, was pro-
posed by Deb et al. [49, 103] in 2000 as an improved version of the original Non-dominated
Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) of Srinivas and Deb [94], solving some shortfalls of this
first version. In this metaheuristic, multiple objectives are reduced to a single fitness mea-
sure: the sorting rank based on non-domination level and crowding-distance. This makes
NSGA-II a fast and efficient MOEA, being currently applied in most MOEA performance
comparisons.
This non-dominated sort procedure assigns a rank to each solution, that corre-
sponds to the level of the non-dominated front that it belongs. The non-dominated sort is
better understood by interpretation of Figure 3.2(a), of a minimization MOP. Each individual
is assigned a rank according to the level of the non-dominated front that it belongs. The
selection operator in NSGA-II is the usual binary tournament, but the selection criterion is
based on the crowded-comparison operator, which, as defined by Deb et al. [49, 103],
requires primarily the non-domination rank, and in case of draw it then uses the crowding-
distance.
The diversity preservation, or niching, is conducted by NSGA-II through a crowding-
comparison approach. This metaheuristic promotes the individuals with higher crowding-
distance values in the selection and population reduction phases. This keeps the spread of
solutions and helps NSGA-II to explore the fitness landscape. The crowding-distance of a
solution is calculated as half of the cuboid perimeter formed by its neighbour solutions, with
a normalized objective space. As a matter of clarity, this cuboid is shown as a dashed box
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: Non-domination rank (a) and crowding-distance calculation (b), adapted from
Salazar, Rocco and Galván [104] and Deb et al. [103].
in Figure 3.2(b). Details of the NSGA-II are presented in Appendix A.
3.3 Quantum-inspired Evolutionary Algorithm
Han and Kim [105] proposed QEA in 2002. QEA is based on the concepts and
principles of quantum computation, such as quantum bits and superposition of states. Like
other EAs, QEA is also characterized by the representation of the individual, the evaluation
function and the population dynamics. However, instead of binary, numeric or symbolic
representation, QEA uses Quantum-inspired bits (Q-bits) for a probabilistic representation.
The Q-bit is defined by Han and Kim [105] as the smallest unit of information for represent-
ing individuals, and means quantum-inspired bit, which is inspired on the qubit or quantum
bit. Unlike the classical bit, the Q-bit does not represent only the value 0 or 1 but a super-
position of the two. A Q-bit-coded individual probabilistically represents all the states in the
search space.
The Q-gate was introduced by Han and Kim [105] as a Q-bit variation operator,
which is used to update the individuals and achieve the evolutionary search. A suitable
Q-gate is adopted in compliance with the optimization problem, usually comprising of a
rotation gate. Figure 3.3 depicts the polar plot of the rotation gate for Q-bit individuals. In
this dissertation, the angle parameters and lookup table used for the rotation gate of QEA
were the same as the ones adopted in [105]. The magnitude of the rotation angle has
an effect on the speed of convergence, but if it is too big, the solutions may diverge or
converge prematurely to a local optimum. The sign of the angle determines the direction
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Figure 3.3: Polar plot of the rotation gate for Q-bit individuals, reproduced from Han and
Kim [105].
of convergence [105]. A migration process is also applied to induce a variation of the
probabilities of a Q-bit individual.
Recently, some QEAs have been proposed for some combinatorial [105–107] and
continuous [108–110] optimization problems. An improved version of QEA was proposed
by Vianna Neto, Bernert and Coelho in 2011 [111]. QEA is detailed in Appendix B, and the
next subsection briefly describes the QMEA.
3.3.1 Quantum-inspired Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithm
The multi-objective version of QEA, the QMEA, was proposed by Kim, Kim and Han
in 2006 [112]. It consists in fitting the original QEA into a MOEA framework, by using the fast
non-dominated sorting and crowding distance assignment procedures from the NSGA-II.
In QEA, when Q-bit individuals are updated by a rotation gate, the update operation
refers to bits of the best solution [112]. In QMEA, there is no single best solution, since a
non-dominated set of solutions is sought. Therefore, the population is classified into several
groups (G1,G2, · · ·Gn), according to non-domination level and crowding-distance, G1 being
the best group and Gn the worst. Then, the Q-bit individuals in G1 are used as the reference
to the update process of the individuals in the other groups. In this way, the individuals in
Gi refer to the i-th individual in G1. Figure 3.4 illustrates this procedure. Elitism is ensured
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by retaining the individuals of the best group.
Figure 3.4: Group update procedure in QMEA, reproduced from Kim, Kim and Han [112].
3.4 Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithm Based on Decom-
position
The MOEA/D, one of the most recent MOEA frameworks, was introduced by Zhang
and Li in 2007 [46]. This algorithm decomposes the MOP into several scalar optimization
sub-problems, by aggregating all the original individual objectives with respect to a set
of weight vectors, and simultaneously optimizes these sub-problems. There are several
methods in the literature for MOP decomposition [113], which in theory could be applied in
MOEA/D, and the weighted sum and Tchebycheff approaches are the most popular ones.
Both MOEA/D in which the weighted sum approach is used (W-MOEA/D) and MOEA/D in
which the Tchebycheff approach is used (T-MOEA/D) are applied in the present work.
Based on the euclidean distance of the weight vectors, neighbouring relations are
established between the sub-problems. In the optimization process, each sub-problem uses
information of only its neighbouring sub-problems. The diversity of the weighted vectors
naturally leads to diversity of the solutions in the objective space, and therefore no crowding
distance assignment is needed in MOEA/D. Another feature of MOEA/D is that it takes
advantage of scalar optimization methods, since each solution is associated with a scalar
optimization problem.
Two populations are kept by MOEA/D during the evolutionary process, one consist-
ing of the best solution found so far for each sub-problem, and the other is an external pop-
ulation formed by the non-dominated solutions found until the moment. Genetic operators
are used to generate offspring individuals for each sub-problem, selecting as parents only
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individuals from neighbouring sub-problems of the former. The number of sub-problems
and neighbourhood size are considered inputs to MOEA/D.
3.5 Differential Evolution
The DE was introduced by Storn and Price in 1995 [114], as a population-based
heuristic for minimization of non-linear and non-differentiable continuous space functions.
Like GAs, this algorithm also incorporates genetic operators, such as mutation, crossover
and selection, but in a different approach. Mutation is carried out by use of scaled differ-
ences of randomly selected and distinct population members. Through crossover operation,
a target vector (parent individual) exchanges elements with its corresponding mutant vector,
in order to form a trial vector (offspring individual), and in this way DE increases population
diversity. Two methods are used for crossover in the original DE algorithms [115]: expo-
nential (also known as two point modulo), or binomial (also referred to as uniform). By
the selection operation, if the trial vector yields a lower or equal objective function value
compared to the corresponding target vector, the former replaces the latter in the next gen-
eration. Only three parameters need to be set by the user in DE: the population size, the
mutation scale factor, and the crossover constant.
A total of ten different DE schemes were suggested by Storn and Price [115, 116],
and the DE/x/y/z notation was introduced by them to classify these variants. x represents
a string that specifies the vector to be mutated, either rand for a randomly selected vector
or best for the vector with the highest fitness. y is the number of difference vectors used for
mutation. At last, z is a string that stands for the crossover method used, either bin for bino-
mial or exp for exponential. The most popular of these ten schemes is the DE/rand/1/bin.
Over the past years, several variants of the original DE schemes have been proposed by
many researchers, and the main ones were outlined by Das and Suganthan in 2011 [117],
in a survey of the state-of-the-art on DE.
Also many DE multi-objective approaches (MODEs) have been proposed, which
were surveyed by Das and Suganthan [117] as well. Pareto dominance is used by most
of these approaches, mainly in the selection operation, as reported in [118–124]. Many
of the cases also apply distance metrics, that are mostly based on the crowding distance
of NSGA-II, to improve the distribution of solutions in the non-dominated front, e.g. in
[118, 120–125]. In [126], an uniform distribution of the solutions in a multi-objective DE al-
gorithm is obtained by means of the ε-dominance concept [127]. Other DE multi-objective
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approaches skip non-dominated sorting and crowding distance assignment by use of MOP
decomposition concepts [128–130]. Additionally, self-adaptive DE concepts have been pro-
posed for solving MOPs [131–133].
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4 Formulation of the Optimization Problem
The optimization problem dealt by this dissertation consists in defining the distri-
butions of chord, twist and thickness throughout the blade span that maximize the AEP
and minimize the blade mass. The model applied for the optimization is based on the
HARP_Opt code, from the NREL of the United States of America [18], but with some en-
hanced features. The next sections of this chapter describe the objective functions and
constraints of the optimization problem, the representation of the blade geometry, and the
benchmark problem used to evaluate the performance of the optimization algorithms.
4.1 Objective Functions
The next subsections give the details of the two objective functions involved in the
design methodology developed for this dissertation, that are the maximization of the AEP
and the minimization of the total blade mass. As previously mentioned, reducing the blade
mass will reduce its cost, and in this way will also reduce the initial capital cost of the
wind farm project. Additionally, increasing the wind turbine AEP will increase the operating
revenue of the wind farm project. Hence, the impact of both initial capital cost reduction and
increase in operating revenue is the reduction on the COE, which is needed to keep the
economic feasibility of the wind farm projects in Brazil, and also to make the wind energy a
competitive source in the energy market.
4.1.1 Maximization of the Annual Energy Production
The first objective function applied to the blade geometry optimization is to maxi-
mize the AEP of a turbine that operates under a specific wind speed probability distribution.
The formulation of the AEP was already presented in Section 2.3, but it is still going to be
redisplayed here. Hence, this objective function is expressed as
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max F1(x) = AEP(x) = hyear ·
∫ Vout
V=Vin
Pout(V,x) · f (V )dV ·Kavl . (4.1)
To compute the power curve function Pout(V,x), the following procedure is applied:
• First the blade geometry represented by the solution vector x is used as an input to
a BEM model to generate the performance curve of the rotor, i.e., the CP versus λ
curve.
• Then the CP versus λ curve is combined with the efficiency curve of the mechanical-
electrical system (η versus Ω) to determine the optimal rotational speed of the rotor
with respect to the wind speed V , according to the MPPT strategy. The MPPT strategy
is briefly described in Subsection 2.1.2. The rotational speed is limited to its rated
value Ωrated .
• Afterwards, again with a BEM model, the output power is calculated to the whole
range of wind speeds, from Vin to Vout , using the previously defined values of rotational
speed. The output power is also limited to its rated value Prated .
The wind speed probability density function f (V ) is computed through the scale
and shape parameters of the Weibull function [29], as displayed in Section 2.2.
4.1.2 Minimization of the Blade Mass
The second objective function considered at the multi-objective optimization prob-
lem formulated here is to minimize the total blade mass, while satisfying a maximum allow-
able strain when subjected to the maximum aerodynamic loads. For that purpose, a simple
structural model was used, which represents the blade as a simple beam with bulk isotropic
material properties. The blade cross section is modelled as thin shell, without any shear
web [13]. This model does not represent the actual blade structural design, but it can well
reproduce the interaction of the aerodynamic design with the structural one.
The result of the multi-objective optimization of the blade geometry using this
structural model is a preliminary aerodynamic design that already balances the loads and
stresses through the blade span, avoiding stress concentration points. This can reduce
the number of aerodynamic-to-structural design loops in the conventional process of blade
design, described in Section 2.4, hence reducing the design time and cost.
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The second objective function is then expressed by




where mb(x) is the mass of the blade with geometry represented by x, Across(x) is the area
of this blade’s cross section at r, ρmat is the density of the bulk isotropic material, and rhub
is the hub radius.
Pseudocode 1 Computation of the blade mass
Begin procedure
Find the flow speed, from the range of Vin to Vout , that generates the maximum root
bending moment
Use L and D from that flow speed to calculate the spanwise bending moments at the
center of the blade elements, normal and tangent to the chord
for i = nelm→ 1 do
tshell ← tmin
while tshell < tmax do
Calculate the centroid and area moments of inertia of the i-th element shell geometry
Calculate ε(r) at the four extreme points of the i-th element shell geometry
if max[ε(r)]< εallow then
break while
end if
tshell ← tshell +∆t
end while




The calculation of Across(x) is not very straightforward, because it must be per-
formed iteratively for each of the nelm blade elements. Pseudocode 1 illustrates this proce-
dure. For a specific element, the strain ε(r) is calculated at the four extreme points of the
element shell geometry, as demonstrated in Figure 4.1. This starts with an initial shell thick-
ness value (tmin), which is increased by ∆t at each iteration of the procedure, until the strain
at all four points are lower than the maximum allowable strain (εallow), or until the maximum
shell thickness (tmax) is reached. tmax corresponds to half of the dimensional thickness t of
the airfoil at the current blade element. At this point, the value of the shell thickness (tshell)
for the current element is definitive, and the Across(x) for this element can be calculated. The
shell thickness must be monotonically increasing from the tip to the hub.
The strain in a point of interest is calculated by
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Figure 4.1: Cross section of the blade as modelled in the optimization problem, and the





where FS is a safety factor, M(r) is the bending moment applied to the element with center
in r, I(r) is the area moment of inertia of the cross section of this element, d(r) is the
distance from the point of interest to the neutral axis, and E is the elastic modulus of the
bulk material.
In order to compute the maximum spanwise bending moments at the center of the
blade elements (M(r)), first the wind speed speed, from the range of Vin to Vout , for which
the maximum root bending moment occurs must be determined. This is done through the
analysis of the results of the BEM model computations. The spanwise bending moments,
normal and tangent to the chord, are then calculated using the lift and drag (L and D)
generated at the elements under that wind speed.
4.2 Blade Geometry Representation
The representation of the blade geometry in the solution vector (x) of the optimiza-
tion algorithms is done through the use of control points, which are shown as the squares
in Figure 4.2. The solution vector is formed by the ordinates of five control points for the
twist distribution and five for the chord, and by the radial position of n control points for the
relative thickness (tr), where n is the number of true airfoils used, as shown by:
































































) Points for interpolation
Figure 4.2: Blade geometry representation: twist angle (a), chord(b), relative thickness (c)
and absolute thickness (d).
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where θCPi, i = 1,2, · · · ,5, is the ordinate of the i-th twist control point, cCPi is the ordinate of
the i-th chord control point, and r(trCP j), j = 1,2, · · · ,n, is the abscissa of the j-th relative





where t is the absolute or dimensional thickness.
The next subsections describe the degrees of freedom of the control points, the
calculation of the property values at the blade element centers, and the circular root and tip
transitions.
4.2.1 Degrees of Freedom of the Control Points
The abscissae values (radial positions) for the twist and chord control points are
kept fixed during the iterations of the optimization algorithms. This means that these control
points are allowed to move only vertically. Their radial positions are defined by cosine
spacing, and in this way there is a higher density towards the root and the tip of the blade,
giving more flexibility for the curves in these regions. This flexibility is needed in the root
region, because the optimum twist and chord curves drop rapidly towards the center of the
blade, and in the tip region because of the transition of the optimum chord curve to a zero
chord value at the tip.
Yet for the thickness control points, the ordinates values are the ones held fixed,
meaning that they can move only horizontally. Their ordinates are given by the relative thick-
ness of the true airfoils used. The relative thickness control points represent the spanwise
placement of these airfoils.
4.2.2 Properties at the Blade Element Centers
The Bézier curve parametrization, described by Farin [20], is used to determine the
twist and chord values at the blade element centers, with the control points as inputs. The
blade element centers values are represented by the crosses in Figure 4.2.
In order to determine the absolute and relative thicknesses at the blade elements,
the monotone piecewise cubic interpolation, as described by Fritsch and Carlson [21], is
used. Since the absolute thickness curve, rather than the relative, is the one that must be
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smooth, the interpolation is performed on this curve. Initially, the relative thickness control
points, together with the root and tip points, are converted to absolute thickness points.
These converted points are shown by the triangles in Figure 4.2. This is done by multiplying
the relative thickness values by the corresponding chord values at the same radial position,
as in
tCP j = trCP j · c(r(trCP j)) , (4.6)
where tCP j is the absolute thickness value that corresponds to the j-th relative thickness
control point, trCP j is the relative thickness value of the same control point, and c(r(trCP j))
is the chord value interpolated at the radial position of this control point.
The interpolation at the blade elements centers is then performed using these con-
verted points. Now, to get the relative thickness values at the blade element centers, the
inverse procedure is done: the dimensional thickness values at the blade element centers
are divided by the corresponding chord values.
4.2.3 Circular Root Transition
The root is modelled with a circular cross section, and therefore the transition from
the root to the optimum curves is done through the use of extra control points, shown by
the circles in Figure 4.2. At the twist curve, the circular root control point has always the
same ordinate as θCP1, i.e., it moves vertically together with θCP1. The same happen for
cCP1 and the chord circular root control point close to it. At the chord curve, the ordinates of
the first two circular root control points, from the root to the center, remain fixed at the value
specified for the diameter of the circular root.
Two input parameters define the radial positions of the circular root control points:
rrts and rrte, respectively the radius for the root transition start and for the root transition
end. The radial positions of the circular root control points are then given by:
r(θCR) = rrte−∆r , (4.7)
r(cCR1) = rrts , (4.8)
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r(cCR2) = rrts +0.3 · (rrte− rrts) , and (4.9)
r(cCR3) = rrte−0.3 · (rrte− rrts) , (4.10)
where r(θCR) is the radial position of the twist circular root control point, r(cCRk), k = 1,2,3,
is the radial position of the k-th chord circular root control point, and ∆r = 0.1 ·R.
By the use of this circular root transition method, the blade geometry curves remain
very smooth close to the root, thus avoiding load concentration points, while satisfying the
requirements of the connection to the hub.
4.2.4 Tip Transition
In most of the blade designs, a chord value close to zero is adopted at the tip.
Hence, a tip transition method was developed, through which the chord goes from its opti-
mal value before the tip to the zero value at the tip. The radial position of the last moving
chord control point (cCP5) is placed within a certain distance form the tip, and a fixed chord
control point is added at tip of the blade with the desired tip chord value, which is shown
in Figure 4.2 as a diamond. The radial position of cCP5 is given by the input parameter rtts
(radial value for the tip transition start).
With this tip transition method, the chord curve remains also very smooth close to
the tip, while satisfying the zero chord tip requirement.
4.3 Constraints
There are four constraints that are considered for optimization problem defined
here, which are detailed in the next subsections. First, there is the upper and lower limits
of the solution vector. The second one is the monotonicity constraint that applies to the
distribution curves. Then there is a constraint for the location of the maximum chord value,
and the last one is a constraint to maximum angle of attack.
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4.3.1 Upper and Lower Bounds
Each value of the solution vector must be subjected to upper and lower limits, or
bounds, in order to restrict the search space. This is represented by the following equation:
li ≤ xi ≤ ui , (4.11)
where xi, i = 1,2, · · · ,(10+ n), is the i-th parameter of the solution vector, and li and ui
are respectively its lower and upper bounds. Every possible solution generated during the
iterations of the optimization algorithm will lie in between these limits.
The upper and lower bounds are given as input parameters for the optimization
algorithm, and their values will impact directly on the performance of the algorithm. If the
search space is too wide, the algorithm may take too long to converge, or may even not
converge to the optimal solution at all. On the other hand, if the search space is too narrow,
the optimal solution might be outside its limits, and will never be found. The definition of the
bound vectors is an empirical and iterative task.
Another function of the upper and lower bounds is to limit the optimization param-
eters for some specific purpose. For example, one may wish that the blade chord does not
be greater than a certain value (usually about 4 or 5 meters, for large onshore turbines),
because otherwise it would be very difficult to transport it.
Furthermore, the appropriate selection of the upper and lower bounds can also re-
duce the death rate at the optimization algorithms, caused by violations of the constraint
of the maximum chord location and monotonicity constraint, described in the following sub-
sections.
4.3.2 Monotonicity
The twist and thickness (both relative and absolute) values at the center of the
blade elements are required to be monotonically decreasing, from the root to the tip of the
blade. In this way
θl(r−dr)≥ θl(r) , (4.12)
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t(r−dr)≥ t(r) , and (4.13)
tr(r−dr)≥ tr(r) , (4.14)
with r varying from the center of the second blade element to the center of the last. For
the chord distribution, the monotonicity constraint applies only at blade elements that are
located closer to the tip than the location of the maximum chord, that is
c(r−dr)≥ c(r), ∀r > r(max(c)) . (4.15)
If any of the monotonicity constraints are violated, a death penalty is applied. One
must notice that, despite the monotonicity constraint is applied to the values at the blade
element centers, there is nothing that obligates the control points to be monotonically de-
creasing as well.
4.3.3 Location of the Maximum Chord
The location of the maximum chord is desired to be close to the radial position of
the root transition end (rrte). Depending on the configuration of the upper and lower bounds,
sometimes this can fail, and location of the maximum chord will end up far from the rrte. To
prevent the optimization algorithm to get into this situation, a constraint is applied to the
location of the maximum chord, which is described by
r(max(c))< rrte +0.08 ·R . (4.16)
And also if this constraint is violated, a death penalty is applied.
4.3.4 Maximum Angle of Attack
The performance of an airfoil becomes very uncertain when the operational angle
of attack gets close to the stall angle of attack. Therefore, it is necessary that the design
angle of attack throughout the blade span keep a certain distance from the stall angle of
attack. For this reason another constraint is employed at the optimization problem:
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α(r)< αstall(r)−∆α , ∀r > max(r(trCP1),r(max(c))) , (4.17)
where αstall(r) is the stall angle of attack for the airfoil at the blade element with center at r,
and ∆α is the margin for the angle of attack constraint, which is an input parameter (circa
2◦). This constraint applies for elements that are located further in radius than the location
of the maximum chord, or the location of the first true airfoil used, whichever happens last.
An additive penalty function is used for the AEP objective function if the maximum
angle of attack constraint in violated. It is represented by






A benchmark problem was set, based on the wind conditions and present wind
turbine concepts found in Brazil, in order to evaluate the defined design methodology and
the performance of the selected metaheuristics. It consists in optimizing the blade geometry
of a variable speed pitch-controlled 2.5 MW DDSG HAWT with a rotor diameter of 120 m.
Table 4.1 demonstrates the parameters used in this benchmark problem. In this table, hhub
is the hub height, Ωmin is the minimum allowable rotor speed, νair is the kinematic viscosity
of the air, ∆V is the wind speed discretization step for the power curve, and croot and ctip
are the chord values at the root and at the tip, respectively.
The DU-airfoils were chosen for this benchmark. This airfoil family was developed
in the Delft University of Technology (DUT) for over a decade, beginning from the early
nineties, by a number of projects funded by European Union, the Netherlands Agency for
Energy and the Environment, and various European blade manufacturers [134–136].
In this context, the selected airfoils were, namely: DU 00-W-401; DU 00-W-350; DU
97-W-300; DU 91-W2-250; DU 00-W-212; and DU 96-W-180. The relative thickness (tr) of
these airfoils are, respectively, 40.1%, 35.0%, 30.0%, 25.0%, 21.2% and 18.0%. The wind
tunnel data from the airfoils is used as input to the BEM model, and the their coordinates
are used in the blade mass computation.
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Table 4.1: Parameters of the benchmark optimization problem.
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Prated 2500 kW C 9.5
B 3 k 3.6
R 60 m E 27.6 GPa
rhub 0.995 m ρmat 1800 kg/m3
nelm 30 εallow 4 ·10−3
hhub 120 m FS 1.2
Ωmin 2 rpm tmin 0.02 m
Ωrated 13.5 rpm ∆t 2 ·10−4 m
ρair 1.225 kg/m3 croot 2.4 m
νair 1.464 ·10−5 m2/s ctip 5 ·10−3 m
Vin 2 m/s rrts 0.05 (r/R)
Vout 26 m/s rrte 0.22 (r/R)
∆V 0.5 m/s rtts 0.95 (r/R)
Kavl 100% ∆α 2◦
The upper and lower bound vectors for x, respectively u and l, are described in
Table 4.2. In this table, the elements that represent radial locations at the blade span
(u11 to u16 and l11 to l16) are in expressed as dimensionless r/R units. In this benchmark
problem, the efficiency of the mechanical-electrical system is considered a function only of
the rotational speed Ω, and its plot is shown at Figure 4.3.
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Table 4.2: Upper and lower bound vectors.
Element Value Element Value
l1 5◦ u1 35◦
l2 −20◦ u2 15◦
l3 −15◦ u3 15◦
l4 −15◦ u4 15◦
l5 −10◦ u5 10◦
l6 4.9 m u6 5.7 m
l7 0.1 m u7 5.5 m
l8 0.1 m u8 4.0 m
l9 0.1 m u9 4.0 m
l10 0.1 m u10 6.0 m
l11 0.14 (r/R) u11 0.15 (r/R)
l12 0.16 (r/R) u12 0.17 (r/R)
l13 0.19 (r/R) u13 0.21 (r/R)
l14 0.27 (r/R) u14 0.36 (r/R)
l15 0.50 (r/R) u15 0.65 (r/R)
l16 0.70 (r/R) u16 0.85 (r/R)









Figure 4.3: Efficiency curve of the benchmark mechanical-electrical system, with respect to
the rotational speed Ω.
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5 Experimental Results
This chapter presents and analyses the results obtained with the design methodol-
ogy developed, which was applied to the benchmark problem described in Section 4.4. In
Section 5.1, the materials and methods applied in the present work are presented, including
hardware configuration, codes and parameter setting of the selected metaheuristics and of
the BEM model. Several runs of each metaheuristic were performed, in order to reduce
the uncertainty involved in the performance comparison of different stochastic optimization
algorithms. The results from these runs are described in Section 5.2. The obtained PF and
PS are analysed in Section 5.3. The blade element data and other details of the optimized
blade designs are given in Section 5.4.
5.1 Materials and Methods
Since the experiments conducted for the present work were strictly computational,
the materials and methods used to obtain the results of this research can be described by
hardware and software configurations. The metaheuristics codes were implemented in the
MATLAB programming environment version R2011a, and all experiments were run in the
same computer, which has an Intel® Xeon® Processor W3690 (12 MB Cache, 3.47 GHz,
6 cores) and 6 GB Random-Access Memory (RAM) (1333 MHz, DDR3).
The next subsections present the MOEAs and BEM codes used in the experiments
carried out for this research. MOEAs parameter setting is summarized in Table 5.1, and also
described in detail in the following subsections. Since no parameter tuning was carried out
in the present work, the parameters were set according to the original references of their
corresponding algorithms and codes.
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The real-coded NSGA-II MATLAB code from Seshadri [137] was applied in this
research. The population size used for NSGA-II was 100 individuals. Tournament selection
was used as the selection operator, with a mating pool size of half the population size, and
with size of the tournament being 2, which corresponds to the binary tournament selection.
The Simulated Binary Crossover (SBX) operator [138] was used with a crossover probability
of pc = 0.9, as well as a polynomial mutation operator [138] with a mutation probability
of pm = 1/nx, nx being the number of decision variables. The distribution indexes [138]
for crossover and mutation operators were ηc = 20 and ηm = 20, respectively. All these
parameter values correspond to the same ones reported by Deb et al. [49].
5.1.2 QMEA
Table 5.1 describes the parameter values employed in QMEA for the experiments.
The binary resolution used in QMEA was 16 bits, and in this way the total number of Q-bits
were m = 16 · nx. The population size n was again set to 100 individuals. The number of
groups in the update process of QMEA was ng = 10. And at last, the rotation angle ∆θ
applied was 0.01π . These parameter values correspond to the ones set by Kim, Kim and
Han in the original description of QMEA [112]. The QMEA MATLAB code which was run in
the experiments was developed by the author of this dissertation himself.
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5.1.3 MOEA/D
For the experimental tests with MOEA/D, the MATLAB code written by Zhang [139]
was applied to the benchmark problem described in Section 4.4. The only two parameters
of this metaheuristic are the number of sub-problems N and the neighbourhood size T ,
which were set respectively as 100 and 20. These parameter values were the same as
in [139]. The decomposition method must also be provided to MOEA/D, and here both
the weighted sum and the Tchebycheff were used, what corresponds to W-MOEA/D and
T-MOEA/D.
5.1.4 MODE
The MODE MATLAB code developed by Reynoso-Meza [140] was used to evalu-
ate the performance of this metaheuristic. This implementation of MODE corresponds to
the DE/rand/1/bin scheme with a modified selection operation, in which the trial vector
replaces the target vector if the former dominates or equals the latter. This is equivalent to
the first version of the Generalized Differential Evolution (GDE) of Kukkonen and Lampinen
[119, 141], and as a basic MODE it does not incorporate any distance metric. As in the
other metaheuristics, the population size was specified as 100. The mutation scale factor
Fm in the DE algorithm was set to 0.5, and the crossover constant Kcr to 0.2, the same way
as in [140].
5.1.5 Performance Metrics
As previously mentioned, four performance metrics were applied in this disserta-
tion: the two set coverage, the hypervolume, the spacing, and the ONVG. The MATLAB
code developed by Kruisselbrink [142] was used for the hypervolume metric computation.
As for the other three metrics, the MATLAB code used in their computation was written by
the author of the present work, according to their definitions in Subsection 3.1.2.
5.1.6 BEM Model
The BEM model used for the aerodynamic analysis is implemented as the WT_Perf
code [19]. This code was set to take account of the Prandtl tip- and hub-loss algorithms, of
the rotational wake effects, of the drag term in the axial and tangential induction calculation,
and to use the advanced brake-state model. The maximum number of iterations for the
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induction factors was set to 1000, and the error tolerance for the induction iteration to 10−6.
No stall delay models were used.
The airfoil performance data, i.e., CL and CD versus α , for a given blade element
were interpolated from the wind tunnel data of the two true airfoils that surround this el-
ement, using the Shape Preserving Interpolation (SPI) as described by Sale [13]. The
relative thickness tr is used as the input to balance the interpolation more to one of the true
airfoils or to the other. The airfoil coordinates at this blade element were also interpolated
in a similar way.
5.2 Performance Analysis of the Metaheuristics
For the analysis of performance of NSGA-II, QMEA, MOEA/D and MODE in solv-
ing the proposed benchmark problem, 30 experiments with each metaheuristic were run.
The stopping criterion was the maximum number of objective functions evaluations, defined
as 15000. After each run of an experiment, a non-dominated front is obtained. Combining
the fronts of the 30 runs into a global non-dominated front gives a solution that is less
influenced by the stochastic aspect of the metaheuristics, and in this way better for per-
formance comparisons. These non-dominated fronts obtained over the 30 runs of each
evaluated metaheuristic are given in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Non-dominated fronts obtained over the 30 runs of each evaluated metaheuris-
tic, general view (a) and zoomed view (b).
There is a point of maximum curvature at the non-dominated fronts between the
values 15 and 15.1 of F1, which breaks the fronts in two segments, one below and one
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above this point. At the segment below the point of maximum curvature, a small decrease
in blade mass (F2) causes a large decrease in AEP (F1). The solutions of rotor design
contained in this segment are characterized by low efficiency (CP), and therefore low loads
and low blade mass. Here the solutions provided by NSGA-II dominates most of the other
solutions.
At the other segment, the one above the point of maximum curvature, a small in-
crease in AEP causes a large increase in blade mass. In this segment, the solutions of both
T-MOEA/D and W-MOEA/D dominate most of the solutions found by the other metaheuris-
tics. Now the solutions here are characterized by high efficiency, high loads and high blade
mass.
As both AEP and blade mass have an impact on the COE, one has to find a trade-
off between these two objectives in order to come up with a reasonable blade design. A
cost model, as the one of Fingersh, Hand and Laxson [24], can help on this task, in order
to find the solution with the minimum COE. Another way to perform this task is to identify
market trends and use them as references. With regard to blade mass, Fingersh, Hand
and Laxson [24] report the mass scaling relationship for the 2006 blade designs from the
manufacturer LM Wind Power (formerly LM Glasfiber), which yields a blade mass of 15.6
tonnes for a rotor radius of 60 m. One could expect a reduction of mass for current designs,
say to around 14 tonnes, as a result of the blade technology evolution.
On the other hand, peak efficiency (max(CP ·η)) of commercial wind turbines (e.g.
Enercon turbines [143]) are ranging from around 46% to 50%. For the benchmark problem
of Section 4.4, this would yield a minimum AEP of 15 GWh. In this way, desired values for
this benchmark case are around 15.1 GWh and 14 tonnes. In this region, the solutions of
T-MOEA/D and W-MOEA/D dominate the ones of NSGA-II, QMEA and MODE, which is a
good indication that MOEA/D performs better in this problem.
The coverage metric can be applied to the non-dominated fronts obtained over 30
runs of each metaheuristic, with the aim of measuring their dominance. Table 5.2 presents
the results of this metric, which was used for every ordered pair of the five metaheuristics.
The last column of the table displays the averages of each line, and the last line informs
the averages of each column. In this way, one element of the last column represents the
average fraction of the corresponding MOEA’s solution set that is dominated by the solu-
tions of other MOEAs. Likewise, an element of the last line stands for the average share of
the solution sets of other MOEAs that is dominated by the solutions from the MOEA of the
corresponding column.
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Table 5.2: Coverage metric of non-dominated fronts obtained over 30 runs.
B\A NSGA-II QMEA T-MOEA/D W-MOEA/D MODE Average
NSGA-II 0 0.520 0.507 0 0.257
QMEA 1.000 0.737 0.579 0.895 0.803
T-MOEA/D 0.039 0.008 0.241 0.024 0.078
W-MOEA/D 0.012 0.003 0.422 0.009 0.111
MODE 0.936 0.043 0.425 0.383 0.447
Average 0.497 0.013 0.526 0.427 0.232
This table shows that T-MOEA/D has the largest dominance, dominating on aver-
age 52.6% of the solutions of other algorithms, with only 7.8% of its solutions being dom-
inated by that of other metaheuristics. On average, the NSGA-II solution set dominates
more than the set of W-MOEA/D, 49.7% against 42.7%, but it is also much more dominated
by other algorithms solutions than W-MOEA/D, 25.7% against 11.1%. When analysing the
coverage of these two algorithms, the non-dominated front of W-MOEA/D covers 50.7% of
the NSGA-II front, while the opposite covers only 1.2%. Therefore W-MOEA/D takes the
second place on this metric. The worst evaluated metaheuristic with regard to the coverage
metric is the QMEA, which is on average dominated by 80.3% and dominates only 1.3% of
the other fronts.
Table 5.3 shows the results of other performance metrics averaged over the 30
runs of the algorithms. For the hypervolume and spacing metrics calculation, the F1 axis
was reversed and normalized, and the F2 axis was also normalized. The reference point for
the hypervolume metric was then (1,1), which correspond to the maximum normalized F1
and F2 values, considering a minimization problem of both objective functions. The ONVG
metric was computed over the non-dominated fronts of Figure 5.1, i.e., the 5 global non-
dominated fronts of 30 runs each. The runtime was accounted for each run of an algorithm,
and shown in Table 5.3 are the mean runtime values over the 30 runs.
Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) details respectively the obtained hypervolume and spac-
ing metrics for all runs, by drawing the box plot of the data. Through the hypervolume
metric, NSGA-II and MODE are the best evaluated techniques. But Figure 5.1 shows that
MODE has a better convergence at the region of low AEP (front segment below the point of
maximum curvature), and its convergence in the region of interest, as previously mentioned
around 15.1 GWh and 14 tonnes, is not very satisfying. The hypervolume rates are higher
for the algorithms that can balance the convergence between the two front segments, that
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Table 5.3: Average performance metrics over 30 runs.
Metric NSGA-II QMEA T-MOEA/D W-MOEA/D MODE
Hypervolume 0.983 0.960 0.970 0.935 0.982
Spacing (·10−2) 0.34 4.62 1.60 0.65 12.20
ONVG 148 19 253 346 47
Runtime (hours) 5.30 3.28 10.84 13.80 5.00
is, which reach a more widely converged front. As the W-MOEA/D front is the least con-
verged at the segment below the point of maximum curvature, its hypervolume rate is much
lower than that of the other metaheuristics. The NSGA-II has the highest hypervolume rate,
because its front is well balanced. Furthermore, its converge in the region of interest is
better than that of MODE. T-MOEA/D is also well evaluated by this metric.
The spacing metric values show that NSGA-II has in average the fronts with the
most evenly spaced solutions. T-MOEA/D and W-MOEA/D fronts also have well spaced
solutions, but the same is not true for QMEA and MODE, which got much higher rates
for this metric. These assumptions are confirmed by the visual inspection of the fronts
in Figure 5.1. As the MODE scheme used in the present work does not incorporate any
distance metric, the distribution of solution points in the non-dominated front is really an
issue with this approach.
The W-MOEA/D global front is the most populated of all, given that it presents the
highest ONVG metric value, and the front of QMEA is on the other hand the least populated.
The runtime values follow the same order of the ONVG values. That is mostly because if
an algorithm generates more feasible solutions, the objective functions evaluations takes
longer to run. When a solution is evaluated, first the geometrical constraints (monotonicity
and location of maximum chord) are checked, and if any of them is violated, the BEM
algorithm do not run, which explains the above assumption. The average time for evaluating
an infeasible solution (a solution that violates at least one geometrical constraint) is 2.1
ms, whereas for the feasible counterpart this time is 2.75 s, i.e., more than a thousand
times slower. As mentioned earlier, the stopping criterion was 15000 objective functions
evaluations. In average, it would take more than 11 hours to evaluate this amount of feasible
solutions, and only about 30 s if all of them were infeasible.
With all the results analysed in this section, the decision of which of the five meta-
heuristics performs best for the problem dealt with here is not a straightforward task. One
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Figure 5.2: Box plot of the hypervolume (a) and spacing (b) metrics for 30 runs.
can see that the techniques evaluated are complementary, as they have alternated their
positions in the rank of different performance metrics evaluations. Nonetheless, the re-
sults indicate that NSGA-II and T-MOEA/D have better performance than the other three
algorithms, with T-MOEA/D performing better on the region of interest and NSGA-II on the
overall front. The best result could be achieved with a combination of these two techniques.
5.3 Analysis of the Pareto Front and Set
The true PF to the benchmark problem proposed in Section 4.4 is not known, since
it is a real-world application problem, and the known PF is considered here to be the non-
dominated front of the solutions found by all five metaheuristics over all runs. This known
PF is shown in Figure 5.3, that also details by which algorithm each solution was found.
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Figure 5.3: Known Pareto Front of the benchmark problem, general view (a) and zoomed
view (b).
Finding the PF and PS does not completely solve a MOP. A single solution still
have to be chosen out of the set by the decision maker, which is not a trivial process [144].
This process is known as Decision Making (DM). As previously mentioned, a good strategy
for the DM at this specific problem could be finding the solution with the minimum COE,
with the help of a cost model. But the application of such a model is left as future work,
and here more simple and general DM strategies were adopted. The maximum harmonic
mean of the normalized objective functions values provides a reasonable trade-off between
the objectives, and this DM technique was successfully applied previously, e.g. by Ayala
and Coelho in 2008 [145]. Another approach could be the human DM, which corresponds
to manually choosing a desired solution out of the set, by using the personal knowledge of
the problem.
Hence, these last two techniques, maximum harmonic mean and human DM, were
applied to the known PF of the problem handled here. The selected solutions are illustrated
at the PF by Figure 5.4, numbered from 1 to 4. Solution 2 is the result of the maximum har-
monic mean, while solution 3 was chosen by human DM. The extreme solutions, numbers
1 and 4, were also selected for future analysis. The solutions 1 to 4 were found respectively
by MODE, NSGA-II, T-MOEA/D and W-MOEA/D.
The human DM was based on the personal experience of the author, which tells
that F2 has a higher priority than F1, because the former has a higher impact on the COE
than the latter. In this way, the blade mass must be reduced as much as possible without
causing a significant reduction in the AEP. Hence, the solution 3 was selected out of the
lower part of the PF segment above the point of maximum curvature (this segment was
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Figure 5.4: Selected solutions at the Pareto Front, general view (a) and zoomed view (b).
defined in Section 5.2). The values of AEP and blade mass from solution 3 are closer to
the market trends than those of other solutions.
Recalling, market trends for AEP and blade mass considering the proposed bench-
mark problem are around 15.1 GWh and 14 tonnes, respectively. As previously described,
Fingersh, Hand and Laxson [24] report the mass scaling relationship for the 2006 blade de-
signs from the manufacturer LM Wind Power (formerly LM Glasfiber), which yields a blade
mass of 15.6 tonnes for a rotor radius of 60 m. One could expect a reduction of mass for
current designs, say to around 14 tonnes, as a result of the blade technology evolution.
On the other hand, peak efficiency (max(CP ·η)) of commercial wind turbines (e.g. Enercon
turbines [143]) are ranging from around 46% to 50%. For the benchmark problem of Section
4.4, this would yield a minimum AEP of 15 GWh.
Now for the analysis of the corresponding PS, a histogram of each element xi of
the solution vectors in the known PS is plotted in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. These histograms
show that the domain of the search space for the specific problem dealt with here could
be reduced, because the optimal values of some elements lie in just a segment of this
domain, thus speeding up the convergence of the MOEAs. For example, the upper and
lower bounds of x1 are respectively 5 and 35 (see Table 4.2), but virtually all of the PS
values for this element are between 10 and 18. From this analysis, the domain of the
following elements could be reduced: x1 to x5, x9 and x10. One must be very careful,
though, when restricting the search domain, because a reduction on the twist domain can
affect the optimum location of the chord, and vice versa. Furthermore, the optimum domain
of the elements for a problem with a unknown PF cannot be known a priori, i.e., before
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Figure 5.5: Histograms of the vectors elements in the Pareto Set, from x1 to x8.
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Figure 5.6: Histograms of the vectors elements in the Pareto Set, from x9 to x16.
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running the MOEA.
5.4 Analysis of the Blade Designs
In order to evaluate and compare each of the selected solutions, and also to vali-
date the defined blade geometry design methodology, detailed information about the corre-
sponding blade designs is analysed in this section. At first, the twist, chord and thickness
distributions are plotted in Figure 5.7. Solution 3 has the highest chord values, which makes
its dimensional thickness also to be the highest. Higher blade thickness causes higher area
moment of inertia, thus reducing strains and in this way improving the structure of the blade,
which explains why solution 3 has a much lower blade mass than solution 4, still having
similar efficiency. This Figure also shows a shortfall in the blade thickness representation:
some bumps appear in the dimensional thickness distributions, between radius of 7 and
15 m. This is caused by the positioning of two true airfoils close to one another in the
region of maximum chord. This could be solved in the future with an improved thickness
representation, with similar features as the chord and twist representation.
The performance of designed rotors in the whole range of operation are compared
in Figure 5.8, through the power coefficient (CP) versus tip speed ratio (λ ) curves. Solution
4 presents the highest CP at the optimum tip speed ratio (λopt), but it has the sharpest
performance curve, with faster decrease in CP (efficiency degradation) for operation out of
λopt . All the other solutions present equivalent wide performance curves, with solution 3
also showing high efficiency at λopt , comparable to solution 4.
Power and efficiency curves over the main range of wind speeds are presented
in Figure 5.9(a) and (b), respectively. No difference can be noted in the power curve of
solutions 3 and 4, but solution 2 presents a lower power curve than these two, reaching
rated power (Prated) at a bit higher rated wind speed (Vrated). Solution 1 does not show an
acceptable power curve. Through the efficiency curve the differences in solutions 2 to 4 are
more evident, with solution 4 being the most efficient.
Features of the objective function F2, namely shell thickness (tshell) and maximum
strain (max[ε(r)]), are plotted as a function of the rotor radius in Figure 5.10(a), (b) and (c).
The max[ε(r)] is referred to as the maximum absolute strain at the four extreme points of the
shell geometry (described in Subsection 4.1.2) as a function of the radial position. Solution
4 has by far the most thick shell, what makes this blade to be so heavy. This solution would
be the one expected as the output of a mono-objective optimization method, considering
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Figure 5.7: Blade geometry of selected solutions: twist angle (a), chord (b), relative thick-
ness (c) and absolute thickness (d).
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Figure 5.8: Rotor performance curve, CP versus λ , of selected solutions.
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Figure 5.9: Power (a) and efficiency (b) curves of selected solutions.
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Figure 5.10: Spanwise shell thickness, general view (a) and zoomed view (b), and maxi-
mum strain (c) of selected solutions.
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only AEP maximization. For this blade, the strains, and consequently the stresses, are
concentrated in the region of 40 to 50 m radius. Solutions 2 and 3 can better balance the
strains and stresses over the rotor radius. Furthermore, the maximum strain of solutions
1 and 4 overcomes the maximum allowable strain (εallow), which was set as 4000 micro-
strains.
Table 5.4 summarizes some performance parameters of the selected rotor solu-
tions. AEP and blade mass are increasing from solution 1 to solution 4, as already ex-
pected. The penalty factor K for the maximum angle of attack constraint is decreasing from
solutions 1 to 4, with acceptable values for solutions 3 and 4. But none of the solutions
completely satisfies the maximum angle of attack constraint, as K 6= 0 for all solutions. In
this table, max(ε) corresponds to max[ε(r)] for all values of r. As already mentioned, max-
imum strains of solutions 1 and 4 exceeds εallow, solution 4 in just 139 micro-strains and
solution 1 in 9381, which is over two times εallow. CP for solutions 3 and 4 are, as desired,
around 50%. λopt , FC and Vrated values between these two solutions are very close, which
suggests similar aerodynamic performance.
Table 5.4: Rotor performance parameters for selected solutions.
Parameter Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3 Solution 4
AEP (GWh) 11.731 14.605 15.055 15.118
mb (tonnes) 9.17 10.63 14.53 56.13
K 75.9 2.45 0.208 0.044
max(ε) (micro-strain) 13381 3982 4000 4139
CP 0.350 0.471 0.498 0.502
λopt 10.75 11.45 9.75 10.0
FC (%) 53.57 66.69 68.74 69.03
Vrated (m/s) 17.0 10.0 9.5 9.5
At last, with the aim of tracking record, the four solution vectors corresponding to
the selected blade designs are presented in Table 5.5. Recalling, the search domain for
these solution vectors is given by Table 4.2. With all the rotor performance data analysed
until now, one concludes that solution 3 represents the best blade design, provided that it
has an equivalent aerodynamic performance when compared to solution 4 (the one with
highest AEP), and equivalent or superior structural performance compared to all other so-
lutions. This solution is further analysed in Subsection 5.4.1, for the validation of the design
methodology defined in this dissertation.
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Table 5.5: Selected solution vectors (search domain is given by Table 4.2).
Element Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3 Solution 4
x1 10.6439 10.8597 14.6509 14.3824
x2 6.7521 3.7000 −1.4410 −1.4309
x3 0.7110 6.0846 7.8685 −1.4703
x4 −10.9645 −5.3517 −4.8878 −1.1984
x5 −10.0000 −4.2766 −3.5132 −3.7997
x6 4.9000 5.2481 4.9863 5.7000
x7 0.7700 2.3749 5.3049 0.4609
x8 3.4472 3.0023 1.7253 2.2288
x9 0.1000 0.2806 0.1000 0.1000
x10 0.1000 0.6580 2.1238 2.3088
x11 0.1408 0.1400 0.1400 0.1400
x12 0.1678 0.1679 0.1639 0.1654
x13 0.1900 0.2092 0.2100 0.1900
x14 0.2915 0.3547 0.2701 0.2702
x15 0.6050 0.6484 0.5113 0.5000
x16 0.7733 0.8054 0.7877 0.7000
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5.4.1 Detailing of Best Blade Design
The final results of the best blade design (solution 3) are given in this subsection.
Flow conditions along the rotor radius are presented in Figure 5.11(a) and (b). Reynolds
numbers (Re) are ranging from 2 to 9 million, which is compatible with the conditions of the
wind tunnel tests carried out with the DU-airfoils (3 million). The angle of attack at the whole
blade is within a secure distance of the stall angle of attack. The maximum angle of attack
constraint is violated by a bit only very close to the tip (less than one meter from the tip),
which is totally acceptable. Aerodynamic efficiency, L/D, is high from about 10 m radius,
but low closer to the root, because of the circular root transition. CP is also high, more than











































Figure 5.11: Flow conditions along the blade: α and Re (a), L/D and CP (b).
The steady state operation of rotor speed and blade twist controllers for a turbine
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with this blade should result in the curves presented in Figure 5.12(a). Because of the
efficiency characteristics of the mechanical-electrical system, the MPPT strategy causes the
λ to be a bit higher then λopt , at wind speeds lower than but close to Vrated , and even higher
for wind speeds close to Vin. Moreover, for purposes of future micro-siting and structural
design of tower, foundation and other components, the thrust characteristics, both T and
CP, at the range of wind speeds are plotted in Figure 5.12(b). Through this Figure, one can



















































Figure 5.12: Rotor control (a) and thrust (b) characteristics.
The positioning of the true airfoils throughout the blade is shown by its three-
dimensional wire-frame plot in Figure 5.13. The unlabelled airfoils shown in this figure
are interpolated airfoils. Finally, the rendered Computer-Aided Design (CAD) drawing of
this blade is presented at Figure 5.14. In order to generate this drawing, the coordinates of




























Figure 5.13: Wire-frame of the blade, detailing the spanwise placement of true airfoils.
worksheet, and then imported by a CAD software through the use of a macro programmed
in Visual Basic for Applications (VBA).
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Figure 5.14: Blade CAD drawing.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work
In the present work, a design methodology based on metaheuristics was devel-
oped for the multi-objective optimization of the rotor blade geometry, which maximizes the
energy production of wind turbines and minimizes the mass of the blade itself. Therefore,
at first the multi-objective problem was formulated, with its two objective functions and four
constraints. The procedures to calculate the AEP and the blade mass for a given solution
were described, in which a BEM model for the first and a simple beam model for the second
were applied. The blade geometry representation used in this work was presented, where-
upon the parameters of the solution vector correspond to coordinates of control points for
the chord, twist and thickness curves. Bézier curve parametrization and monotone piece-
wise cubic interpolation were applied to determine the geometrical properties at the blade
element centers.
A benchmark problem was proposed, which was based on the wind conditions and
present wind turbine concepts found in Brazil. This problem was used as a test-bed for the
performance comparison of several metaheuristics, and also for the validation of the design
methodology defined here. A variable speed pitch-controlled 2.5 MW DDSG turbine with a
rotor diameter of 120 m was chosen as concept.
Five different MOEAs were selected for evaluation in solving this benchmark prob-
lem: NSGA-II, QMEA, T-MOEA/D, W-MOEA/D and MODE. 30 runs were performed with
each metaheuristic, with maximum 15000 function evaluations each. Several performance
metrics were computed with the approximated PFs and averaged over the runs of each
algorithm. The results have shown that the two best performing techniques in this type
of problem are NSGA-II and T-MOEA/D, one having more spread and evenly spaced so-
lutions, and the other having a better convergence in the region of interest. QMEA was
the worst MOEA in convergence and MODE the worst one in solutions distribution. As the
MODE scheme used in the present work does not incorporate any distance metric, the dis-
tribution of solution points in the non-dominated front is really an issue with this approach.
But the differences in overall performance were slight, because the algorithms have alter-
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nated their positions in the evaluation rank of each metric. This was also evident by the fact
that the known PF consisted of solutions from several techniques, with each dominating a
different region of the objective space.
The analysis of the blade designs has shown that the human DM is better than
the maximum harmonic mean DM for this MOP, given that the solution found by the former
was better than the one found by the latter (superior aerodynamic efficiency with equivalent
structural performance). Furthermore, the solution selected by human DM has demon-
strated to be superior to the extreme solutions, because it provides a better trade-off be-
tween aerodynamic and structural performances, which will certainly result in a lower COE.
This corroborates the fact that the multi-objective approach for the blade design is better
than the mono-objective (considering either AEP maximization or blade mass minimization),
because the extreme solutions would be the output of a mono-objective optimization.
The design methodology defined in this work does not perform the actual blade
structural design, but it gives as output an aerodynamic design that is more friendly to the
structure of the blade, balancing the loads and stresses throughout the blade span, thus
avoiding stress concentration points. In this way, this design methodology can reduce the
number of aerodynamic-to-structural design loops, thus reducing design time and cost.
Detailed analysis of the best blade design showed that the output of the design
methodology is feasible in practice, given that flow conditions and operational features of
the rotor are as desired, and also that the blade geometry is very smooth and easy to
manufacture. Moreover, this geometry is easily exported to a CAD or Computer-Aided
Engineering (CAE) software. Finally, proven by all the topics discussed here, the design
methodology defined by the present work was validated, and consequently the general and
specific objectives of this dissertation, defined in Section 1.4, were achieved.
However, the developed methodology still presents some shortcomings and limita-
tions that must be addressed in the future. The main ones are discussed in the following
items:
• The chosen DM process was not very robust, in the sense that it relies on the expe-
rience of the designer. Furthermore, based solely on the technical data it is difficult
to state whether one solution is superior to another (for instance, solutions 3 is better
than solution 2, stated in Section 5.4), because their cost-benefit cannot be inferred
without the COE information. The proper DM strategy would be the selection of the
solution with minimum COE.
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• The structural model is not accurate enough to support the use of a COE model.
To compute the actual blade mass and cost, the structural model should account for
shear webs, spar caps and shells with different material properties.
• As discussed in Section 5.4, the positioning of two true airfoils close to one another
in the region of maximum chord can cause some bumps to appear in the dimensional
thickness distributions. This could be solved in the future with an improved thickness
representation, with similar features as the chord and twist representation.
• The constraint handling in the present work also presents some issues. The death
penalty applied when geometrical constraints are violated causes high death rates,
specially in the first MOEA iterations, what causes the search to be more time con-
suming. Besides, not all the solutions in the PFs presented in Chapter 5 are feasible,
i.e., some of them may violate the maximum angle of attack or the maximum allowable
strain constraints.
The computational effort of the MOP handled in this work is substantially high,
spending easily more than ten hours for a single run of a MOEA in a considerably fast
computer. Also much of the research time was spent in the MOP formulation and in code
writing, because one of the primary concerns of the author was that the output of the design
methodology would be feasible in practice. The code used in this work is very extensive for a
research application, taking valuable time to perform modifications or add new features. For
this reasons, further work could not be accomplished in the available time of this research,
and so it was left for the future. The main topics for this future research are summarized as
follows:
• Apply a more advanced flow model for the rotor performance estimation, such as
vortex or hybrid vortex/BEM methods. This would enable the modelling of non-planar
blades, allowing features as winglets and swept blades to be taken in account.
• Investigate the proper setting of the angle of attack margin, by a sensitivity analysis
of the angle of attack in case of upflow and wind shear. This would result in a more
effective angle of attack constraint.
• Apply other MOEA frameworks to the benchmark problem, such as MOEAs based on
decision maker’s preference, indicator-based, hybrid, memetic, based on co-evolution,
and with external archive. This would grow the experimental database on this MOP,
and contribute to a continuous evolution of the blade design methodology. Also apply
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more advanced MODE schemes that promote the diversity of solutions in the objec-
tive space.
• Carry out the parameter tuning of metaheuristics for this problem, which could im-
prove their performance. This could either be accomplished by empirically switching
parameters, running the algorithms and measuring their performance repeatedly, or
by applying parameter tuning methods, such as the ones described by Smit and Eiben
[146].
• Use generational performance metrics, e.g. progress measure [147], generational
distance [93], generational non-dominated vector generation [144], and non-dominated
vector addition [144], to assess the convergence issues in the algorithms, specially in
QMEA.
• Perform correlation analysis of the decision variables and objective values in the
known PS, by making use of the R indicator [86] for each combination of them. This
would give a better understanding of the proposed MOP, e.g. about how much each
decision variable affect each objective function.
• Run the original version of HARP_Opt, from Sale [13], on the benchmark problem
proposed in Section 4.4, and compare the resulting blade designs with the ones pre-
sented in this dissertation. This would make more evident the actual improvements
to the HARP_Opt approach, caused by the modifications and new features outlined
in Section 1.5.
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APPENDIX A -- Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm
version II
The procedure of NSGA-II is detailed in Pseudocode 2. This algorithm starts with a
random parent population P(0) of n individuals, which are sorted with respect to their non-
domination level. The non-dominated sort is better understood by interpretation of Figure
3.2(a), of a minimization MOP. Each individual is assigned a rank according to the level of
the non-dominated front that it belongs. This procedure will be more detailed later on. Then
an offspring population Q(0) of the same size is created, by use of selection, crossover
and mutation operators. The selection operator is the usual binary tournament, but the
selection criterion is based on the crowded-comparison operator, which, as defined by Deb
et al. [49, 103], requires primarily the non-domination rank, and in case of draw it then uses
the crowding-distance (which will also be explained hereafter).
Afterwards, the algorithm enters in its main loop. Current parent and offspring
populations, P(t) and Q(t), are combined in R(t), of size 2n, and again sorted based on non-
domination. This introduces elitism in NSGA-II, because all parent and offspring individuals
are included in R(t). The next generation parent population, P(t + 1), is formed by half of
the current combined population R(t). The individuals in each non-dominated front, NFi, are
included in P(t +1) in the order of their rank. When the inclusion of the i-th non-dominated
front individuals exceeds the size of P(t + 1), they are sorted in the descending order of
their crowding-distance, and then included in this order until the parent population is filled
with exactly n individuals. At last, the next offspring population Q(t + 1) is created, again
through the use of selection, crossover and mutation operators. This loop repeats itself until
the stopping criterion is satisfied.
The non-dominated sort procedure is explained by Pseudocode 3. As previously
mentioned, this procedure assigns a rank to each solution of the set A, that corresponds
to the level of the non-dominated front that it belongs. Therefore, two parameters are com-
puted for each solution p: np, the domination count, which describes the number of solu-
tions that dominate p; and Sp, a set of solutions dominated by p. If np is zero, the solution
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Pseudocode 2 Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm version II
Begin of NSGA-II
t← 0, initialize the generation counter
Generate initial random population P(0) with size n
Sort P(0) based on the non-domination level
Use selection, crossover and mutation to create an offspring population Q(0) also with
size n
while not stopping condition do
R(t)← P(t)∪Q(t), combine parent and offspring populations
Sort R(t) based on the non-domination level
P(t +1)←{} and i← 1
while |P(t +1)|+ |NFi| ≤ n do
Calculate the crowding-distance of individuals in NFi




Sort NFi in descending order based on the crowding distance
Include the first n−|P(t +1)| elements of NFi in P(t +1)
Use selection, crossover and mutation to create the next offspring population Q(t +1)
t← t +1, update the generation counter
end while
End of NSGA-II
p belongs to the first non-dominated front, NF1, and a value of 1 will be assigned to its rank
(prank). Now each next front NFi+1 will be identified in a loop, by reducing the domination
count of each q in Sp by one, for each p in NFi. By doing that, if any nq becomes zero, it
means that the solution q belongs to the next front NFi+1.
The diversity preservation, or niching, is conducted by NSGA-II through a crowding-
comparison approach. This metaheuristic promotes the individuals with higher crowding-
distance values in the selection and population reduction phases. This keeps the spread
of solutions and helps NSGA-II to explore the fitness landscape. The crowding-distance
assignment procedure of the solutions in a non-dominated set A is detailed in Pseudocode
4. The crowding-distance x jdistance, of the j-th solution in the sorted set A, is calculated as
half of the perimeter of the cuboid formed by its neighbour solutions, with a normalized
objective space. As a matter of clarity, this cuboid is shown as a dashed box in Figure
3.2(b). For the extreme solutions x1 and xk, k being the number of solutions in A, the
crowding-distance value is set as the infinity, so that they are always preferred over the
others.
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Pseudocode 3 Non-dominated Sort
Begin of sorting procedure of A




for each q ∈ A do
if p dominates q then
Sp← Sp∪q, add q to the set of solutions dominated by p
else
if q dominates p then




if np = 0 then




i← 1, initialize the front counter
while NFi 6= {} do
B = {}, initialize the members set of the next front
for each p ∈ NFi do
for each q ∈ Sp do
nq← nq−1
if nq = 0 then





i =← i+1, update the front counter
NFi← B
end while
End of sorting procedure
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Pseudocode 4 Crowding Distance Assignment
Begin of crowding distance assignment procedure of A
k← |A|, number of solutions in A
for each x ∈ A do
xdistance← 0, initialize distance
end for
for each objective Fi do
Sort A using the objective values
x1distance← ∞ and xkdistance← ∞, so that extreme points are always selected





max(Fi)−min(Fi) , for all other points
end for
end for
End of crowding distance assignment procedure
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APPENDIX B -- Quantum-inspired Evolutionary Algorithm
Since Deutsch first proposed the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm in 1985 [148], quantum
computation has been widely drawing the attention of many researchers in formulation of
new optimization approaches. Quantum computation is a novel inter-discipline that includes
quantum mechanics and information science. This emergent research field concentrates
on studying quantum computation, which is characterized by certain principles of quantum
mechanics such as interference, quantum bits, coherence and superposition of states [149].
Quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithms can be viewed as probability optimiza-
tion algorithms based on quantum computation concept and theory. Recently, some quantum-
inspired evolutionary algorithms have been proposed for some combinatorial [105–107] and
continuous [108–110] optimization problems.
Han and Kim [105] proposed the QEA introducing a Q-gate as a variation operator
to promote the optimization of the Q-bit individual. QEA uses Q-bits (Q-bit is defined by
Han and Kim [105] and means quantum-inspired bit, which is inspired on qubit or quantum
bit) as the smallest unit of information for representing individuals. A Q-bit-coded individual
probabilistically represents all the states in the search space. The individuals are updated
by quantum rotation gates, which can achieve an evolutionary search.
Unlike the classical bit, the Q-bit does not represent only the value 0 or 1 but a
superposition of the two. Its state (|ψ〉) is given by:
|ψ〉= α|0〉+β |1〉 , (B.1)
where |0〉 and |1〉 represent respectively the classical bit values 0 and 1; α and β are
complex numbers that specify the probability amplitudes of the corresponding quantum
state. Normalization of the state to unity always guarantees:
|α|2 + |β |2 = 1 . (B.2)
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If a superposition is measured with respect to the basis {|0〉, |1〉}, the probability to
have the value 0 is |α|2 and the probability to have the value 1 is |β |2. In classical computing,
the possible states of a n-bit system form a vector space of n dimensions, i.e., we have 2n
possible states. However, in a quantum system of n Q-bits, a single string represents all
the 2n classical states at the same time. It is this exponential growth of the state space with
the number of particles that suggests a possible exponential speed-up of computation on
quantum computers over classical computers. Each quantum operation will deal with all the
states present within the superposition in parallel.
The representation of a m-Q-bits individual is defined as follows:
[
α1 α2 · · · αm
β1 β2 · · · βm
]
(B.3)
where |αi|2 + |βi|2 = 1, i = 1,2, · · · ,m. Q-bit representation has the advantage that it is able
to represent a linear superposition of states probabilistically. Furthermore, in this way, the
m-Q-bits individual is able to represent the information of 2m binary states simultaneously.
For the update process of QEA, suitable quantum gate U(∆θ) is usually adopted







is adopted as a basic gate of QEA, where ∆θi is the rotation angle of each Q-bit toward
either 0 or 1 state depending on its sign, and again i = 1,2, · · · ,m. The values of ∆θi should
be designed in compliance with the application problem. Then let us briefly review the
procedure of QEA in Pseudocode 5. For more details the reader is referred to [105].
In Pseudocode 5, Q(t) = qt1,q
t
2, · · · ,qtn is a population of n Q-bit individuals at gen-





j2 · · · α tjm
β tj1 β
t
j2 · · · β tjm
]
(B.5)
and P(t) = xt1,x
t
2, · · · ,xtn is a set of binary solutions from observing the states of Q(t), where
xtj is the binary solution by observing q
t




2, · · · ,btn
is maintained at the generation t, where btj is the best j-th binary solution x j between the
generations 0 and t. The variable b stores the best binary solution among B(t).
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Pseudocode 5 Quantum-inspired Evolutionary Algorithm
Begin of QEA
t← 0 initialize the generation counter
Initialize the population of Q-bits individuals Q(t)
Make P(t) by observing the states of Q(t)
Convert P(t) from binary to floating point representation Pr(t)
Evaluate the solutions given by floating point representation Pr(t)
Store the best binary individuals among P(t) into B(t) and its fitness
while not stopping condition do
t← t +1, update the generation counter
Make P(t) by observing the states of Q(t−1)
Convert P(t) from binary to floating point representation Pr(t)
Evaluate the solutions given by floating point representation Pr(t)
Update Q(t) using suitable quantum gates (in this work, a quantum rotation gate)
Store the best binary individuals among P(t) and B(t−1) into B(t) and their fitness
Store the best binary individual b among B(t)
if global migration condition then
Migrate b to B(t) globally
else
if local migration condition then






In the ’initialize Q(t)’ step, each pair of Q-bit probability amplitudes, α tji and β
t
ji,
are initialized with 1/
√
2, ∀qtj ∈ Q(t). The next step generates a set of binary solutions P(t)
where each bit of xtj is formed by determining the explicit state of each Q-bit of q
t
j, |0〉 state
or |1〉 state, according to either |α tji|2 or |β tji|2 of qtj. For example, to form a explicit state of
the i-th bit of xtj, a number h is generated randomly with uniform distribution in the range
[0,1]. Then, if h < |β tji|2, the i-th bit of xtj is set to be 1, otherwise, it is set to be 0. Each
solution xtj ∈ P(t) is a binary string of length m, and is evaluated to give some measure
of its fitness. However, before evaluating the solutions, P(t) is converted from binary to
floating point representation Pr(t). The initial binary solutions P(t) are stored in B(t), and
the best binary solution b among B(t) is then selected and stored. In the while loop, the
quantum gate U(∆θ) is used to update Q(t−1) so that fitter states of the Q-bit individuals
are generated. The i-th Q-bit value (α ti ,β
t
i ) of q
t
















cos(∆θ ti ) −sin(∆θ ti )








The best solutions among P(t) and B(t−1) are then selected in the next step, and
if the best current solution is fitter than the best stored solution, the best stored solution will
be replaced by this current solution.
Figure 3.3 depicts the polar plot of the rotation gate for Q-bit individuals. In this
dissertation, the angle parameters and lookup table (see Table B.1) used for the rotation
gate of QEA were the same as the ones adopted in [105]. In this way, θ3 = 0.01π , θ5 =
−0.01π , and 0 for the rest were used. The magnitude of ∆θi has an effect on the speed of
convergence, but if it is too high, the solutions may diverge or converge prematurely to a
local optimum. The sign of ∆θi determines the direction of convergence [105].





j)≥ f (btj) ∆θi
0 0 False θ1
0 0 True θ2
0 1 False θ3
0 1 True θ4
1 0 False θ5
1 0 True θ6
1 1 False θ7
1 1 True θ8
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If the global migration condition is satisfied, the best solution is migrated to B(t)
globally. If the local migration condition is satisfied, the best one in a local group in B(t) is
migrated to others in the same local group. The migration process can induce a variation of
the probabilities of a Q-bit individual. A local group in QEA is defined as the sub-population
affected mutually by a local migration, and its size is the number of individuals in the local
group [150].
In terms of stopping criterion, a limit of generation counter tmax is adopted.
